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Introduction

On a fateful autumn morning in 1985, Jonathan Jay Pollard stood, confused, alongside his wife, Anne, outside the Israeli Embassy on International Drive. The Israeli employees refused to grant them entry, despite the Pollards’ requests for asylum based on their status as Jews and Israel’s Law of Return. Left with no escape, Jonathan Pollard submitted to the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) agents arresting him. He defiantly slid into the backseat of the car, frantic but cocky. Pollard had led the agents directly to Israeli territory, but the law enforcement officials did not jump to conclusions. Nobody knew how significant Jonathan Pollard was, what he had done, or what his arrest would mean.

The Pollard affair was an ugly stain on American-Israeli relations for thirty-five years. Jonathan Pollard’s name has become notorious, and many who otherwise know little about the United States government, Israel, or espionage recognize it. In the months following Pollard’s arrest on November 21, 1985, however, many officials and civilians in both countries were left utterly shocked and confused. The only reason the FBI had been following Jonathan Pollard, a naval intelligence analyst at the time, was because he had been seen attempting to take classified documents home with him a few days prior, which is illegal. The FBI and Naval Intelligence Service (NIS, Pollard’s former

5 Olive, Capturing Jonathan Pollard, ch. 12, n. pag.
employer) investigated intensely after the arrest. Soon, the investigators confirmed what they had suspected when they followed Pollard to the Israeli Embassy: the American had spied on behalf of one of the United States’ closest allies, Israel. This alarming discovery raised serious questions, among them the question of why Israel felt the need — or the desire — to spy on its strongest friend and patron, the United States. Perhaps more importantly, what exactly did this spy do, and what would his actions mean for the U.S.-Israel relationship?

The Pollard affair was more than just an espionage case. It was a test of the relationship between the United States and Israel, and all that is encompassed within that, in a new and more intense way than ever before. Analysis of the many facets at play — the two governments and the different players within them, American Jewry, and the Israeli public — and their evolution over thirty-five years demonstrates the unique nature of the strong and flexible American-Israeli relationship. During a time of heightened fears of espionage and infiltration, the American government confronted the Israelis in an effort to prove to both international and domestic audiences that the United States was safe, secure, and would not tolerate espionage — by friend or foe. This was the context in which Jonathan Pollard received an unprecedented life sentence for spying for a non-hostile nation.  

This thesis addresses both the government-to-government relations and the “people-to-people” aspects of the case, since the Pollard operation betrayed both types of relationships. While the governments handled the case dramatically, neither they nor the

---

press ever truly worried that the relationship between the two close allies would be fundamentally affected, which proved true. This was not the same with the American Jewish community, which felt betrayed by the Israeli government, first because of Pollard’s recruitment, and then because of the way that Israel handled the case. The central argument of this paper is that the broken trust and the rift between American Jewry and Israelis that the case caused and exacerbated left the most significant impact on the overall relationship between the United States and Israel, as it exacerbated a slowly beginning trend among American Jews of willingness to publicly criticize Israeli policies. While American Jews, and many non-Jewish officials within the United States government, came to sympathize with Pollard over time and advocated on his behalf, none of the efforts to secure his early release came to fruition. He was only released on parole in 2015 because his sentence mandated that he be eligible after thirty years. Understanding the dynamics of the case, both between the governments and between American Jews and Israelis, clarifies the relationship between all of these entities: between the American and Israeli governments, between American Jewry and the United States, and between American Jewry and Israel.

Newspaper articles — many of them stored in the Central Intelligence Agency’s (CIA) Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) Electronic Reading Room — shed light on the events, reactions, and feelings of the various players in the investigation that unfolded over the subsequent fifteen months or so. Many of the government documents remain classified to this day, but some useful case-related documents are available to the public, and newspaper articles are abundant and rich with content. They supply information about the State and Justice Departments, the White House, the Israeli government’s
handling of the case, the average American’s shock, American Jewry’s consternation, and
the miscommunications between the two governments. Analysis of these articles and
government documents, mostly dating from November 1985 to March 1987, provides
useful insight into the American-Israeli relationship as it was severely tested by this
public case of friendly espionage.

The United States government was angry, the Israel government was defensive,
and everyone was astonished. Headlines throughout the investigation expressed
confusion and chaos, reading “‘Shocked’ Israelis Investigate Charges by U.S. of
Espionage,” “Israel: The Question Here Is Why Spy?,” “Israeli Intelligence Is Out of
Control,” “U.S. in Dark on Israeli Spying, Senator Says,” “Israel Scrambles to Mend U.S.
Ties,” and “Pollard Spy Case’s Larger Issue: Why Spy on Friends?” To the Americans’
dismay, the Israeli government refused to acknowledge that the Pollard operation had
been authorized through official channels, claiming ignorance and impeding the
investigation. The Israelis preferred to settle the matter quietly and diplomatically; the
Americans treated it as a public (to the extent that it could be, given that much of the
information was classified) legal investigation. The two governments, usually close,
clashed in attempting to move past the strains caused by the discovery of Pollard’s
espionage.

---


After a long, public legal process, the disgraced Jonathan Pollard was sentenced to life in prison in March 1987 — a harsh sentence that caught many Americans and Israelis by surprise.\textsuperscript{10} The striking sentence, much longer than the average three to five years for similar crimes at the time, brought to the fore another major dimension of the case and of the unique American-Israeli relationship: the American Jewish community.\textsuperscript{11} Jonathan Pollard’s status as an American Jew — and a proud, public Zionist one at that — dragged the entire community into the affair.

Over the years, American Jewry had organized its support for Israel into a significant amount of political activism. Although hundreds of American Jewish organizations existed, the three preeminent ones were the National Jewish Community Relations Advisory Council (NJCRAC), a community relations group; the Conference of Presidents of Major American Jewish Organizations, a political advocacy group; and the American Israel Public Affairs Committee (AIPAC), a lobbying group.\textsuperscript{12} Leaders of the community, and particularly the latter two organizations, expressed American Jewry’s widespread support for Israel over decades. How would American Jewry, the largest Jewish population outside of Israel, react to the scandal, and how would the community’s relationship with the United States and Israel be affected?

For the first several years, American Jews mostly either remained silent or had supported the United States government, rather than the Israelis, from the time of the arrest. A pervasive fear among Jews in the United States was being accused of “dual loyalty,” an anti-Semitic trope that Pollard had seemed to justify by prioritizing his

\textsuperscript{11} Goldenberg, \textit{The Hunting Horse}, 60.
\textsuperscript{12} Edward B. Glick, \textit{The Triangular Connection: America, Israel, and American Jews} (London: George Allen & Unwin, 1982), 96.
ancestral homeland over his birthplace. Consequently, most American Jewish leaders, who had spoken publicly on other issues, either refrained from vocalizing support for the spy or opposition to his harsh sentence. One American Jewish leader, Kenneth Bialkin, then the chairman of the Conference of Presidents, cautiously called Israel’s recruitment of Pollard “improper.”

Many Jews, leaders and laymen alike, sought to highlight their loyalty to the United States in order to preemptively counteract any charges of dual loyalty. Additionally, American Jewry was left feeling betrayed by and frustrated with Israel — a country that the community, as a whole, had fiercely supported through advocacy and fundraising for decades. Recruiting an American Jew obviously risked the safety of American Jewry, and this is not how the community wanted its efforts on Israel’s behalf to be repaid.

Across the Atlantic Ocean, in the aftermath of the case, the Israeli public retorted to its American critics by claiming that they were not truly secure in the United States, despite American Jews’ insistence that the opposite was true. Several back-and-forths between Israelis and American Jews in newspaper articles and letters to the editor demonstrate the passionate differences of opinion among them. Increasingly, many Israelis, though still confused by the events of the Pollard affair, lauded Jonathan Pollard as a Jewish hero and patriot. They criticized American Jews for lacking complete loyalty to either the Jewish people or the United States. The disparate reactions of American Jewry and Israelis, and their anger directed at one another, showcased a growing attitudinal gulf between the two communities, one that was very real despite deep historical, religious, and often close familial ties.

---

Over time, however, the Israeli government, American Jewry, and even many officials throughout the United States government came around to Jonathan Pollard’s plight as the spy languished in prison, year after year. Israel eventually acknowledged that Pollard had spied on behalf of the state and extended citizenship to him in 1995, publicly supporting his campaign to come “home.” American Jews, similarly, began to speak up against the length of his sentence as disproportionate to his crimes, though nobody denied his guilt or that he deserved some punishment. Similarly, many members of Congress, former administration officials, and even some senior members of the national security establishment publicly petitioned American presidents throughout the decades for Pollard’s release, sending letter after letter to the executive. While these attempts did not necessarily fall on deaf ears — President Clinton agreed to consider clemency in 1998 — Jonathan Pollard was only released on parole in 2015, thirty years since he was first taken into federal custody. He was only fully freed on December 30, 2020, when he “made aliyah” (immigrated to Israel) and landed in Tel Aviv, where Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu quietly greeted Pollard and his second wife, Esther, on the tarmac.

The duration, fame, and significance of the Pollard affair deems it not only an interesting topic of study, but an important one. To date, substantial academic scholarship on the Pollard affair is lacking, perhaps because it only recently concluded with the termination of Pollard’s parole and his aliyah in December 2020. Prolific scholarly

16 “Jonathan Pollard,” *BBC*. 
accounts of the relationships between the United States and Israel, American Jews and Israel, and the United States and American Jewry exist, but the Pollard affair never amounts to more than a chapter at most in any of these works. Due to the long timespan of the case and the major controversy surrounding it, there is prolific literature about Jonathan Pollard, but little is academic. Unfortunately, few scholarly works cover the complex case in depth, and even among those that do exist, some are more journalistic than academic in nature.

Interestingly, and maybe intuitively, the major literature tends to conform to two shared characteristics. First, most of these sources tend to be sympathetic toward Pollard, though there is no shortage of news articles, memoirs, and government documents that are not as kind to him. Those without a personal stake in the case have little reason to write an entire book justifying Pollard’s original life sentence or proving his guilt, as doing so would essentially be agreeing with the status quo. Anyone who believes that the man was unjustly sentenced, however, has cause to argue that viewpoint in an indirect effort to have his sentence commuted, or now that he is free, to clear his name. Generally, the authors debate Pollard’s motivation, the justifiability of his harsh sentence, and whether the spy should be considered a traitor.

Elliot Goldenberg, a Jewish investigative journalist, seems to have taken up Pollard’s plight as his own personal mission. In The Hunting Horse: The Truth Behind the Jonathan Pollard Spy Case, the author contends based on significant circumstantial evidence that Pollard was scapegoated as part of a massive U.S. coverup of its involvement in assisting Saddam Hussein with augmenting his arsenal of biological and
chemical weapons. He paints Jonathan Pollard as an idealist, torn between his allegiance to the United States and what he perceived as unjust withholding of information that the American government should have turned over to its Middle Eastern partner. Long-standing, simmering anti-Semitism and anti-Zionism within the defense and intelligence establishments only solidified Pollard’s candidacy as a scapegoat.

Mark Shaw’s *Miscarriage of Justice: The Jonathan Pollard Story* also emphasizes the disproportionality of Pollard’s sentence to his crimes. In *Miscarriage*, the award-winning investigative journalist and former criminal defense attorney delves into the case’s legal intricacies and determines that the spy was denied due process. Like Goldenberg, the author concludes that Pollard was an intelligent, but overly idealistic, naval analyst who spied because he was driven to desperation. Despite the claims of several important personalities in the case — including prosecutor Joseph DiGenova and Defense Secretary Caspar Weinberger — Shaw claims that the information that Pollard passed to Israel was not severely damaging to U.S. national security, and therefore he did not deserve his fate. Building on the work of other authors with diverse opinions of the case, including Goldenberg’s writing, the journalist reaches his conclusions based on thorough investigation.

---

18 Ibid., 27.
19 Ibid., 55-65.
21 Ibid., 1-2.
22 Ibid., 214.
On the opposite end of the spectrum lies Ronald J. Olive, who was in charge of foreign counterintelligence at the NIS’s Washington, D.C. office during the Pollard affair. His book’s title, *Capturing Jonathan Pollard: How One of the Most Notorious Spies in American History Was Brought to Justice*, conveys his opinion on Pollard and the outcome of the case. Olive, who was directly involved in the case from the United States government’s side, argues that the spy was greedy, unrepentant, delusional, and deserved the sentence he received. In contrast to the likes of Goldenberg and Shaw, he writes that “[t]he harm [of Pollard’s spying] is incalculable and possibly unstoppable.” Of course, as a counterintelligence agent for Pollard’s former employer, the author had a personal interest in affirming the severity of Pollard’s crimes, but his account provides a detailed account of the affair from start to finish.

While the most extensive literature on the Pollard affair focuses on the actual facts and whether Pollard deserves his fate or not, the little academic work on the case takes a different approach. Penn Communications professor Barbie Zelizer analyzes news coverage of the case, investigating why many journalists treated the spy leniently in their judgments of him. Her work assists one studying the case to comprehend the copious information available, providing a useful starting point for research exploring the cultural and political context and fallout of the Pollard affair. Zelizer examines communications and journalism aspects, using the Pollard affair as a case study to show that the press shapes espionage as upholding American values of “openness, sincerity, and

---

24 Ibid., ch. 25, n. pag.
straightforwardness.”26 By applying American values to one real-world instance of American-Israeli diplomacy, Zelizer sets a precedent for expanding this approach to a wider scope of the relations between the two countries.

A prominent scholar of Middle Eastern politics, P.R. Kumaraswamy, tackles the politics surrounding the Pollard case directly. In a 1996 article, “The Politics of Pardon,” the Middle East expert examines the arguments for or against Pollard, why he had not yet been pardoned, and the differing priorities of the two countries involved.27 “Politics of Pardon” entertains a brief discussion of the various political pressures at play in the clemency question, listing American Jewish advocacy and its arguments for Pollard’s release. On the flip side, he argues that the Israeli government’s conduct placed a “hurdle” before the spy in his quest for freedom.28 Kumaraswamy’s article is a good start to a study of the Pollard affair as a major incident of the U.S.-Israel relationship, but it is both brief and outdated. Jonathan Pollard is no longer confined to a prison cell, and much has happened in the past twenty-five years. A comprehensive examination of the Pollard case as significant for the relationship between the American and Israeli governments and between American Jewry and Israel is overdue.

Now that Jonathan Pollard is a free man, further analysis of his story can take a fuller look at the case in its entirety, from start to finish. Doing so can contribute to scholarship about the U.S.-Israel relationship and the interesting nature of the American Jewish community, illuminating how different political and diplomatic processes and pressures influence decision-making and how Israeli decisions affect American Jewry. In

---

26 Ibid., 203.
28 Ibid., 25.
the end, Pollard was released by the rules: according to the terms of his sentence, he had to be eligible for parole after thirty years, and that was when he was granted parole.\textsuperscript{29} He was only fully freed after a hearing five years later, in 2020, determined that there was no reason to renew his restrictions.\textsuperscript{30} No president commuted his sentence, and no Israeli involved in the affair was imprisoned or tried in the United States or Israel.

Among others, President Kennedy, and President Carter over a decade after him, have said that the United States and Israel share a “special relationship.”\textsuperscript{31} The Pollard affair demonstrates how and why.


Chapter One: The Makings of a Scandal

The Pollard affair tested the sturdy friendship between the United States and Israel in a way that it had not been before. This saga was lengthier and more public than most of the previous crises or awkward moments between the United States and Israel. While the Israeli intelligence and political communities attempted to settle the scandal quietly and through regular diplomatic channels, the Americans opted for a different route. The spy’s arrest in front of the Israeli Embassy by the FBI, which is part of the Justice Department, made this case public from the start. In the midst of the Cold War, and particularly during a year when eleven other spies were caught in the United States, the American government would not treat this episode as it had previous ones. The Pollard affair exposed conflicts within the U.S. government and misunderstandings between the Americans and their Israeli counterparts. Nonetheless, the tensions that the case produced did not last in the long term. However, in the case’s initial years, when the United States still faced a formidable enemy in the Soviet Union, the government reacted strongly to the discovery of an Israeli spy largely because it felt the need to prove that it would not tolerate espionage in its midst — especially from one of its closest allies.

Jonathan Pollard's dramatic arrest may have shocked the United States and Israel alike, but it did not come out of nowhere. The case had been brewing for years, and the spy had decided he would take his love for Israel to the extreme long before he officially began working for the Jewish state. Born in 1954 in Galveston, Texas and raised in South Bend, Indiana, “Jay” Pollard was raised as a proud Jew and ardent Zionist from a young age. Experiencing Israel’s existential fear in the 1967 Six Day War and then its pride in

---

its stunning victory enshrined his love for the Jewish state. Pollard decided then that he would do anything he could for Israel. A family trip to Europe, including a visit to the Dachau death camp, only bolstered his sense of obligation.33 He spent the summer of 1970 in Israel on a summer program at the prestigious Weizmann Institute and yearned to spend the rest of his life there, but his mother persuaded him not to “make aliya” (move to Israel).34

As an undergraduate at Stanford, Pollard falsely boasted of connections to the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) and Mossad, Israel’s main intelligence organization.35 He was enthralled by the intrigue of espionage and wanted to be in that world. Later, after failing to complete his studies at the Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy at Tufts University, Pollard applied unsuccessfully for a graduate fellowship at the CIA. After a miscommunication between the CIA and naval intelligence, he scored a position in the latter, where he was employed until his arrest in 1985.36 In the Navy, the novice analyst claimed to have heard numerous anti-Israel and anti-Semitic comments among his colleagues and superiors.37 The Navy was known to be the least sympathetic toward the Jewish state of all the branches of the U.S. military, partially because of its comparatively less extensive cooperation with Israel’s military.38 In addition, during the Six Day War, the Israeli Air Force bombed the USS Liberty, an American intelligence ship, killing

38 Ibid., 53.
American sailors. Israel quickly claimed that the incident was a case of mistaken identity — the Israelis had purportedly believed it to be an enemy ship — and the Americans accepted the tepid apology, quickly sweeping the incident under the rug.\(^{39}\) That members of the Navy did not wholeheartedly forgive Israel for the deaths of their colleagues would not be entirely surprising.

Additionally, in his work, Pollard noticed some American policies that worried him regarding Israel’s security.\(^{40}\) He believed that the United States was denying Israel certain information vital to the latter’s national security and was thus violating a 1983 U.S.-Israel agreement about bilateral information exchange.\(^{41}\) Combined, these fueled Pollard’s entrenched passion for Israel, and the analyst resolved to act upon his burning sense of duty.\(^{42}\) Despite his concerns, Pollard continued his work for naval intelligence, often with ringing endorsements from his superiors. Nevertheless, he experienced some setbacks in his career, including a temporary loss of clearance during a one-year probationary period.\(^{43}\) In a polygraph exam, a frazzled Pollard had admitted to using drugs, making false statements, and contacting representatives of a foreign government without authorization.\(^{44}\) Concerning instances, however, were generally chalked up to personal eccentricities rather than potential national security dangers.\(^{45}\) Throughout his intelligence career, spanning from 1979 to his arrest in 1985, Pollard moved around within naval intelligence. He climbed the professional ladder and even received a medal


\(^{40}\) Goldenberg, *The Hunting Horse*, 72.

\(^{41}\) Blitzer, *Territory of Lies*, 9; Goldberg, *The Hunting Horse*, 79.

\(^{42}\) Blitzer, *Territory of Lies*, 52-53.


\(^{45}\) Perl, “The Spy Who’s Been Left in the Cold.”
from the Secretary of the Navy and multiple citations for excellence.\textsuperscript{46} His various analytic positions required both top secret (TS) and sensitive compartmented information (SCI) clearances, providing him access to highly sensitive information.\textsuperscript{47}

When a family friend of the Pollards, stockbroker Steven Stern, offered to introduce Jonathan to an Israeli war hero in 1984, he seized the opportunity.\textsuperscript{48} Colonel Aviem Sella was an Israeli pilot who had most recently won renown for his involvement in Israel’s 1981 bombing of Iraq’s Osirak nuclear reactor. At the time, the colonel was studying for his PhD at New York University.\textsuperscript{49} The analyst had recently attended a captivating talk that Sella had delivered about his experiences fighting the enemy in Lebanon. Pollard longed to help Israel, and the pilot was in the perfect position to hear what he had to share.\textsuperscript{50}

Soon after Stern’s offer, Jonathan Pollard received a call from Sella, and the Air Force veteran offered to treat his admirer to lunch. Behind the scenes, however, Sella’s superior expressed concern about the prospect of recruiting an unknown American to spy on the United States, risking Israel’s relationship with its most important patron.\textsuperscript{51} The colonel, eager to meet with the American, contacted Yossi Yagur, the science attaché at Israel’s New York consulate.\textsuperscript{52} Yagur, in turn, reached out to an Israeli scientific intelligence-gathering agency, referred to by the acronym LAKAM in Hebrew.\textsuperscript{53}

\textsuperscript{46} Goldenberg, \textit{The Hunting Horse}, 73.
\textsuperscript{47} Olive, \textit{Capturing Jonathan Pollard}, ch. 2, n. pag.
\textsuperscript{48} Goldenberg, \textit{The Hunting Horse}, 80.
\textsuperscript{50} Goldenberg, \textit{The Hunting Horse}, 80.
\textsuperscript{51} Olive, \textit{Capturing Jonathan Pollard}, ch. 6, n. pag.
\textsuperscript{52} Ibid., ch. 23, n. pag.
\textsuperscript{53} Ibid., ch. 6, n. pag.
organization, formed in 1957, was separate from and much smaller than the more famous Mossad. Under the direct control of the defense minister, LAKAM’s purpose was to collect information on science and technology to support Israel’s military industrial sector and nuclear program from both open-source and clandestine sources. The Mossad and Israel’s internally focused intelligence organization, the Shabak, considered LAKAM amateurish and haphazard in its spying exploits, only narrowly avoiding disasters by chance.54 In Pollard’s case, LAKAM ran out of luck.

Rafael “Rafi” Eitan, Israel’s famed spymaster, was hired in 1981 to head the small agency.55 The intelligence legend had earned a reputation of venerable skill and patriotism over his long and illustrious career as part of Israel’s mysterious intelligence establishment, and particularly for his role in the 1960s operation that resulted in the capture of Adolf Eichmann, who was notorious for his prominent role in the Nazis’ mass murder of Jews.56 Rafi Eitan personified the classic Israeli “tough-guy” stereotype, who refused to shy away from any opportunity to bolster his country’s security. Despite Yagur’s reservations about Sella’s upcoming lunch with Pollard — as Avi Sella was an air force colonel, not a trained clandestine operative — Eitan instructed him to move forward.57 Thus, the gears of the Pollard affair began to turn.

The idealistic, troubled, and excited naval intelligence analyst enjoyed lunch with the Israeli war hero on May 24, 1984. Jonathan expressed his concerns about anti-

55 Ibid.
57 Olive, Capturing Jonathan Pollard, ch. 6, n. pag.
Semitism and violation of an intelligence sharing agreement with Israel within the U.S. government. At that meeting, the analyst and the pilot shook hands on the spying arrangement that would later become a major scandal. Jonathan Pollard offered his services to rectify what he perceived to be these injustices, as he had always dreamed of serving the Jewish state.\footnote{Goldenberg, *The Hunting Horse*, 80.}

After the meeting, Rafi Eitan, the head of LAKAM, instructed Sella to proceed cautiously with Pollard. After all, the government employee could have been a plant, or he might fail to deliver on his promises.\footnote{Olive, *Capturing Jonathan Pollard*, ch. 7, n. pag.} The United States was Israel’s most important ally by far, and the cost of a spy being caught — especially an American Jewish one — could be disastrously high. Israel’s primary intelligence-gathering agency, the Mossad, generally avoided using Diaspora Jews to conduct espionage within their host countries for fear of sparking anti-Semitic backlash against the wider Jewish population of that area.\footnote{Blitzer, *Territory of Lies*, 9-10.} This policy was especially observed since the embarrassing 1954 “Lavon Affair” in Egypt, an enemy of Israel at the time. In an effort to prevent the Suez Canal, through which much of the world’s oil supply flowed daily, from falling into the control of Egyptian leader Gamal Nasser, and to keep the United States from providing aid to Nasser’s Egypt, the young State of Israel enlisted Egyptian Jews to assist in achieving these goals.\footnote{Yitzhak Mualem, “State-Diaspora Relations and Bureaucratic Politics: The Lavon and Pollard Affairs,” *Israel Affairs* 22, no. 1 (February 2016): 154.} Jews in countries hostile to Israel — like Egypt — were often eager to assist the Jewish state in any way they could, as they saw the tiny nation as a beacon of
hope and a sign of Jewish strength.\textsuperscript{62} The Israelis activated spy cells in Cairo and Alexandria, which consisted of local young, idealistic, poorly trained Jews recruited to a special unit of the Israeli Defense Forces (IDF). The mission failed, the Egyptian Jews were caught, and the Israeli national security elite did not do much to help those convicted and imprisoned. The “Lavon Affair,” named for then-Defense Minister Pinhas Lavon, worsened the Egyptian Jewish community’s safety.\textsuperscript{63} The affair scarred the nation, and the national security establishment tried to prevent a repeat — at least until Pollard.

As the Jewish state, Israel considered itself responsible for all Jews, regardless of location, and putting individual Jews or entire communities at risk obviously ran counter to this objective.\textsuperscript{64} In fact, the Mossad had a mutual agreement with the CIA in which the two agencies had an implicit understanding against spying on one another.\textsuperscript{65} Unlike the Mossad, the amateurish LAKAM did not adhere to this policy. Perhaps the Pollard operation was an ironic effort to boost the organization’s stature within the intelligence community while learning priceless information. Rafi Eitan ostensibly decided that running an American Jewish agent in the United States would be worth the risk, both to the U.S.-Israel relationship and the American Jewish community — if the goods were good enough.\textsuperscript{66}

\begin{footnotes}
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And they were. Pollard brought Sella top secret documents on Saudi Arabian ground forces and a ground logistics study, which impressed the air force colonel. What really sealed the deal was when Pollard exuberantly displayed satellite photos of the Israeli raid on the Osirak reactor, which the pilot had directed. Aviem Sella was sold.\(^67\)

For the next year and a half, Jonathan Jay Pollard provided his Israeli handlers an unauthorized peek into American national security secrets. He had just been transferred to a position at the Navy’s brand-new Anti-Terrorist Alert Center (ATAC), created within the NIS in response to the 1983 suicide bomber attacks against the U.S. Embassy in Beirut.\(^68\) Pollard felt that he could better serve Israel from this agency.\(^69\) He and the Israelis had a routine: every other Friday, the analyst would remove hundreds of pages of classified material from his place of work, the Navy Operational Surveillance and Intelligence Center in Suitland, Maryland. He would transfer those documents from his briefcase to a suitcase, often at a carwash, which he would then bring to an apartment near the Israeli Embassy. There, an embassy secretary named Irit Erb would use a specially installed LAKAM copying machine to duplicate all the documents.\(^70\) Monday mornings, Pollard would pick up the suitcase and return the classified material.\(^71\) On the last Saturday of each month, the agent and his handlers would meet in Erb’s apartment to discuss his next assignments. The vast majority of the content was about Israel’s Arab neighbors.\(^72\) Jonathan Pollard has always insisted that he never compromised the names
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of any American agents in Israel or anything else to directly harm U.S. interests, as he never intended to injure the United States.\textsuperscript{73}

The spy’s true motivations have been the subject of heated debate for decades. Some would have liked to see Jonathan Pollard in an orange jumpsuit for the rest of his life. Those people — including many military and intelligence officials — tend to believe that he was a greedy egomaniac seeking to sell classified information to whoever would take it.\textsuperscript{74} Ronald J. Olive, then the assistant special agent in charge of foreign counterintelligence at the Naval Investigative Service’s Washington, D.C. field office, claimed that the spy attempted to sell secrets to non-government employees and multiple other countries before his espionage for Israel.\textsuperscript{75}

On the other hand, Pollard and his diverse set of sympathizers — many of whom only came to his defense years after his conviction, further elaborated in Chapter Three — contend that his intentions were pure, if naïve. As those various American Jews, senators, representatives, former administration officials, and others saw it, he aimed only to provide the beleaguered Middle Eastern democracy with information it required. The fact that Pollard did not initially request compensation bolsters this argument.\textsuperscript{76} The man believed that his mission as a Jew was to do anything he could for Israel, even if that meant betraying his birthplace, although he did not perceive his actions as a betrayal. Although he was compensated, and despite fantastical claims of working for the CIA or
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Mossad as a college student, Pollard has not wavered from his adamant claims of solely ideological motives.

Whether Pollard was originally motivated by a sense of duty or not, the Israelis did compensate him amply for his efforts. He was a “walk-in,” a volunteer, and his handlers wanted to ensure that he would not walk out. Col. Sella told him early on that he must visit Paris to meet Rafi Eitan and that Israel would cover all the expenses. Pollard and his then-fiancée, Anne Henderson, needed a cover story to explain their fancy vacation, as their combined salaries could not support the trip. The Israelis concocted a weak story for Pollard to tell his friends, family, and employer about a wealthy “Uncle Joe Fisher” who paid for the 1984 trip as an engagement gift. When Anne eyed a $7,000 sapphire ring in a Paris store, “Uncle Joe” purchased that for her. The couple toured Europe on Israel’s payroll.77

Of course, “Uncle Joe” conducted official business on this trip as well. Pollard met with Eitan, who insisted that the American accept a monthly salary of $1,500.78 The next summer, Yossi Yagur informed Pollard that “Uncle Joe” would sponsor another trip, this time to both Europe and Israel. Jonathan and Anne spent some time in the Tel Aviv Hilton, and he met with Eitan, Yagur, Sella, and the one-named “Uzi,” who was gradually taking over for Sella as Pollard’s handler.79 As was common with LAKAM spying, Sella was not a trained spy handler and was not experienced in running agents.80
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As Pollard proved he had valuable material to share with the Israelis, Eitan likely decided that he needed a better-trained handler in order to prolong the longevity of the operation.

The Israelis urged Pollard to intensify his espionage efforts — and they offered incentives. The analyst feared detection and was reluctant to expand his efforts, but Eitan’s offers were too tempting to refuse. Aside from providing the all-expenses-paid Israel excursion, his upcoming wedding in Venice, and European honeymoon, the spymaster raised Pollard’s monthly salary by $1,000. Eitan locked Pollard in by opening a Swiss bank account under the name Danny Cohen — a nod to Eli Cohen, the revered Israeli spy who provided Israel with vital information about Syria in the 1960s — into which he would deposit $30,000 annually for a decade. Only after ten years of clandestine service for Israel would Pollard be able to access the money and relocate to the country he considered his true home.81

Jonathan Pollard continued to risk his career, his reputation, and his life for Eitan’s operation. He enjoyed the perks that came with that risk: he and his new wife began to spend more on jewelry, fancy meals at Washington’s finest restaurants, and vacations abroad.82 These luxuries were beyond his and Anne’s legitimate means, as their combined take-home annual income was $29,000 a year.83 Pollard still loved Israel, and he loved its money too. When he asked what would happen if he were caught, Rafi Eitan only provided vague assurances that Israel would take care of him. He insisted that nothing would happen — no past diplomatic crises had appreciably damaged the U.S.-
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Israel relationship, and Israel had not taken any action against the U.S. agents in their
country. Eitan’s predictions were wrong.

On Friday, November 8, 1985, a coworker spotted Jonathan Pollard removing
material marked Top Secret/Secret Compartmented Information from the office. The
coworker reported his colleague to Jerry Agee, the Commander of ATAC and Pollard’s
supervisor. The boss investigated vigorously, but assuming espionage would be a large
logical jump. Pollard’s coworker’s heightened sensitivity to the spy’s actions may have
been an unfortunate coincidence for Pollard. According to the Director of Central
Intelligence’s official 1987 damage assessment of the case, “security awareness and
vigilance had increased within naval intelligence as a result of revelations about the
Walker-Whitworth espionage case.” This Soviet spy ring detected a few months earlier,
consisting of four government employees, three of them from the same family, was a
devastating shock to the intelligence community and the entire American public. One of
the Walker spies was a retired Navy Lieutenant Commander. It was no wonder naval
intelligence was on edge.

Coincidence or not, ATAC was onto Pollard. Agee informed the NIS and FBI,
and the FBI initiated a preliminary investigation. They installed pinhole cameras around
Pollard’s cubicle, monitoring him at work. FBI agents questioned Pollard about his
removal of classified information. He concocted a story about getting an opinion on
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analysis from a friend who worked at another agency, but the FBI quickly dispelled this fabrication. During questioning, Pollard called Anne and reminded her to water the “cactus” — a code word meant to signal that he was in trouble and that she should dispose of any classified documents at home. On the morning of November 21, after a few more days of questioning and surveillance, the FBI followed the Pollards by car. The agents were completely unaware of where they were headed. They ended up at the Israeli Embassy.

The arrest immediately exploded in the American press. The year 1985, when Pollard was first arrested, was the infamous “Year of the Spy.” Eleven other spies were caught in the United States during that year alone, and Pollard was one of the later ones to be discovered. Jonathan Pollard’s name would become one of the most enduringly notorious of the bunch. Around the same time, and probably due to the frequency of espionage cases, the American public demanded increased internal security as well as more access to government information. Indeed, shortly after Pollard’s arrest, one reporter stated: “We have to send messages to our adversaries to the effect that we will not tolerate this kind of hostile activity within the United States against our national security interests.”
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The arrest left U.S. officials fuming, the American public astonished, and the Israeli government stunned into silence. A TIME Magazine article entitled “Spies, Spies Everywhere” reported that the arrest of three spies in the same week — Pollard, Larry Wu-Tai Chin, and Ronald Pelton — “have increased the sense of alarm in Washington that the U.S. intelligence community has been lax in detecting moles within its midst.”

Wu-Tai Chin spied for China for at least thirty-three years, and Pelton spied for the Soviets for fourteen, overlapping with the notorious Soviet defector Vitaly Yurchenko. Yurchenko confused the American people by defecting to the United States, exposing Pelton and providing American intelligence with useful information, and then promptly returning to a hero’s welcome in the Soviet Union as he re-defected. That weekend, President Reagan said, “[w]e will not hesitate to root out and prosecute the spies of any nation,” showing the United States’ determination to combat espionage and protect its citizens from infiltration. The government could not just leave the Pollard arrest alone.

In the first days after the spy was caught, as the shock of Pollard’s activities set in, most of the attention came from the American side. While the U.S. State Department spoke publicly about the case almost immediately, the Israeli government maintained complete silence on the matter for three full days after the arrest, claiming to know nothing about Pollard. Only on November 24th did the government release a half-hearted statement insisting that conducting espionage in the United States firmly
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contradicts Israeli policy. In the meantime, however, the Israelis discreetly — and much to American officials’ chagrin — evacuated embassy employees Ilan Ravid, an Israeli science attaché, and Yossi Yagur so they could avoid questioning.

The American media filled the space left by Israel’s evasiveness. In those late days of November, the journalists’ words expressed the atmosphere of astonishment and uncertainty surrounding the case. Major newspapers published stories about “shocked” and “dazed” Israeli officials on front pages in the days following the spy’s arrest. In the “Year of the Spy,” allegations of Israeli espionage especially distressed Americans. The Cold War was in its fourth decade at that point, and the public was accustomed to, if still afraid of, headlines about Soviet spies. Now, however, the United States’ archenemy was not the only one stealing secrets — one of America’s closest allies, a tiny Middle Eastern state, was successfully penetrating the superpower as well. In this vein, the TIME article mentioned above focused on the Pollard story rather than Wu-Tai Chin or Pelton “because it involved an intimate U.S. ally.”

Predictably, dramatic and negative predictions about the fate of the bilateral ties lined the newspapers. Some vented pent-up disdain for the U.S.-Israel relationship, claiming that the brazen Israelis had wronged the United States numerous times and the Pollard affair was just the last straw. The press spoke of “strained relations,” “limits of
friendship between two nations,” and “cool[ing]” of U.S.-Israel ties. In a different vein, however, one New York Times article, published barely a week after the arrest — representative of many more like it — reported that “[a]lthough Israel’s delay in presenting its officials for questioning appears to have increased the strains that the spy episode has created in Israeli-American relations, the long-term impact on the two countries’ overall ties is not expected to be great, both American and Israeli officials have said.” The article noted that State Department spokesman Charles Redman — certainly a credible source — agreed that “the affair is not expected to affect overall relations between the two countries.”

Even pessimistic views in the press often preceded disclaimers that the tensions would likely prove to be temporary and shallow. Many writers sought to reaffirm the endurance and durability of bilateral U.S.-Israel ties, noting that experts doubted that the Pollard scandal would have lasting repercussions on U.S.-Israel relations. Others led with assurances that despite the unquestionable tension as American officials attempted to break Israel’s wall of silence, the U.S.-Israel connection had weathered other crises and would likely not be appreciably impacted by this episode. A Christian Science Monitor article entitled “No Real Damage Seen in Latest Spy Cases” mentioned that the Brookings Institution’s William Quandt doubted that the spy scandal would ‘cause


significant harm to US-Israeli relations” in November 1985. The deep sting due to a close ally’s spying, coupled with the desire to maintain Americans’ “proclaimed belief in integrity and forthrightness,” according to communications expert Barbie Zelizer, prompted harsh criticism in the press. At the same time, Americans did not lose sight of the deep bond and common interests they shared with Israel.

Still other journalists sought to remind their readers of the value of Israel’s partnership, despite this mysterious anomaly. Many mentioned that the two countries’ intelligence agencies, the CIA and the Mossad, had cultivated a close intelligence liaison relationship over time. This connection, according to a State Department official at the time, was “among the best we have in the world.” The intelligence cooperation added another reason why Israel had high stakes in its relationship with its Great Power patron, leading many to believe Israel’s assertions — once the government finally issued a statement — that the Pollard operation did not come from inside the mainstream Israeli political society.

Israel was not the only beneficiary of the intelligence relationship. The United States had its own strategic interests in cooperating with its Middle Eastern ally. Israeli intelligence was “instrumental” to U.S. interests, especially in regional matters, counterterrorism, joint military exercises, and in the notorious Iran-Contra affair.
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weeks immediately following Pollard’s capture, as the United States government scrambled to assess the damage that he inflicted, the State Department temporarily withheld certain, though not all, intelligence from the Israelis, but Pentagon spokesman Fred Hoffman said that “[w]e certainly do not foresee that these steps we have taken would remain in effect for a long period of time.”114 Similarly, journalists and officials believed that “[t]he needs of the intelligence community will probably militate against any long-term diminution of cooperation between the two countries.”115 As long as the two countries shared mutual intelligence interests, cooperation would endure.116

At the time of Pollard’s arrest, many journalists and politicians pointed out that U.S.-Israel ties had never been stronger.117 In fact, upon hearing the news of the arrest, President Reagan himself had reportedly asked Secretary of State George Shultz why the Israelis felt the need to do such a thing and risk the friendly relations between the two nations.118 The president was known to be sympathetic to the Jewish state, and during his presidency, the two countries strengthened their strategic cooperation.119 Among other journalists, The New York Times’ Jerusalem bureau chief Thomas Friedman, a longtime advocate of the U.S.-Israel friendship, touted the U.S.-Israel relationship as “unique” and
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“special.” This deep relationship, which spans economic, military, diplomatic, and cultural spheres, was expected to cushion the Americans’ reaction to discovering the Pollard operation.

Some journalists approached the case by downplaying its severity and emphasizing the tight ties between the two. They argued that allies spy on one another constantly — the United States and NATO allies included — and that Israel was just unlucky and reckless enough to be caught. Perhaps Israeli espionage should just be considered “background noise” to an otherwise “fruitful” and long-lasting relationship, according to a former U.S. intelligence official. A few argued that Israel had been frustrated by what it perceived as the Americans’ unfair refusal to provide certain information about Arab countries that the Middle Eastern nation had deemed vital to its national security. Therefore, as a sovereign nation merely looking to protect its own interests, Israel simply took what it needed and nothing more. This line of reasoning, while not absolving the Israelis of responsibility for their actions, at the very least explained the rationale behind the Pollard operation. The logic almost, but not quite, flipped the image of who the victim was: the United States, the target of espionage, or Israel, the tiny nation being denied information by its closest ally?
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As the investigation progressed and both governments slowly uncovered more information, the situation only grew more complicated. American officials were ignorant of the content and extent of Pollard’s espionage, and they were desperate to find people to answer their questions. Pollard’s original handler, Aviem Sella, had fled the United States before Pollard was arrested, and American officials knew nothing of his involvement with Pollard.126 The Israeli Foreign Ministry’s November 24th statement did little to satisfy the investigators’ hunger for answers. It merely stated that espionage in the United States “stand[s] in total contradiction” to Israeli policy and that the Israeli government was looking into whether this policy had been violated.127

Israeli officials insisted to their American counterparts that they were all in search of the same answers, and the Americans felt somewhat reassured by this ostensible promise of cooperation. Indeed, Prime Minister Shimon Peres promised to return any stolen classified documents.128 However, the Israelis did not volunteer any information, and they maintained near silence for a few more days as they endeavored to present an official position on the case. Frustrated by the lack of cooperation, the State Department increased pressure on the Israelis, calling on them to make Yagur and Ravid available for American agents’ questioning. Still, State Department spokesman Charles Redman insisted that despite the regrettable tension due to Israel’s slow response, he did not expect the Pollard case to wreak lasting damage to the otherwise amicable relationship.129
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Recognizing that the United States was losing patience, Peres, Foreign Minister Yitzhak Shamir, Defense Minister Yitzhak Rabin, and several of Israel’s top intelligence leaders stayed quiet and set out to determine the country’s official damage control strategy across the Atlantic. How could the politicians save their careers, preserve the intelligence establishment’s respected reputation, and simultaneously minimize the diplomatic fallout with the United States? Rafi Eitan, the leader of LAKAM, assumed full responsibility for the operation. Pollard, the leadership insisted, was a “rogue operation,” unauthorized by and unbeknownst to the highest tiers of Israel’s political echelon. At that point, the Israelis could not deny what Pollard had done. They could, however, assure their American patrons that it was a foolish mistake that was not perpetrated through official channels. This position, they believed, was the most likely way to quickly sweep the matter under the rug, just as the two had done with any potential crises over the past few decades. While this may have allayed some of the initial shock and uncertainty, the vague statement, the evacuation of the embassy employees, and the earlier silence illustrated the Israelis’ mishandling of the case, all the way up to Pollard’s sentencing in March 1987.

The Israelis’ humiliation morphed into defensiveness, and officials debated the appropriate extent of cooperation with U.S. investigators. Politicians remembered the Lavon Affair, barely thirty years prior, which had ruined careers and been a national
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embarrassment.\textsuperscript{135} Peres held onto Yagur and Ravid’s official statuses of diplomatic immunity — and Sella’s unknown involvement — as a way to block American investigators from questioning the Israelis involved. Apparently, “because of the especially close relationship between the United States and Israel,” U.S. authorities believed that a technicality was no excuse to block a criminal investigation.\textsuperscript{136} The Israelis’ continued prevarication, despite pledges of unequivocal cooperation, only exacerbated American officials’ aggravation.

The press noticed the continuing tensions between the two governments, despite both sides’ aims to maintain normal relations. Israel, after all, had delayed responding and had not given U.S. officials much to work with even with the “rogue operation” statement.\textsuperscript{137} The State Department had applied some diplomatic pressure but had refrained from threatening to withhold aid or other forms of support. In early December, after quiet terms-setting negotiations with the secretary of state, the Israeli government permitted Justice Department investigators into Israel to “interview” — rather than “interrogate” or “question” — Yagur, Erb Ravid, Eitan, and potentially others, but with the caveat that it must be conducted in Israel.\textsuperscript{138}

During the Tel Aviv meetings, the Israeli officials clung to the “rogue operation” story and insisted that the Americans overstated the quantity of information that Pollard had provided. Most notably, they concealed the role of Aviem Sella in the operation. One

mentioned that another Israeli had been marginally involved in the operation at one point, but none revealed Sella’s name. The Israeli government even sent the air force colonel to West Germany with a fake passport so that he could not be available for questioning. Israeli officials were convinced that nobody would believe that the Pollard affair was truly unauthorized if a figure of Sella’s prominence were involved, and they wanted to cover their bases and move on as soon as possible.139

In addition, despite Peres’ repeated promises of “full cooperation,” the Israelis initially refused to return any of the documents they had received from Pollard. The right-wing opposition to Peres’ Labor Party, the Likud, especially believed that delivering the documents would send an awful signal to Israeli spies around the world and further strain U.S.-Israel ties.140 The Israelis acquiesced a few days later, and when the delegation returned after a weeklong trip, the State Department rapidly praised Israel’s assistance in the investigation. American officials also expressed their approval of Israel’s commitment to dismantling LAKAM, Rafi Eitan’s unit that had run Pollard as an agent, trying to highlight Israel’s cooperation as a reliable ally.141

While still noting the earlier strains that the Pollard affair had caused, journalists tended to regard the Israel trip as a positive development that supported their earlier hypotheses of little lasting damage.142 Stephen Engelberg of the New York Times lauded the extent of Israeli cooperation with the American investigation, writing that Israel’s quick assurance of cooperation was “a step unheard of in an espionage case.”143 He was
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also impressed that the Israeli government dismantled LAKAM, the organization that had employed Pollard as an agent. Both the American and Israeli sides, it seemed, hoped that after this complication in the two countries’ relations, Pollard would plead guilty in any eventual court proceedings. This way, officials could circumvent an embarrassing public trial, and the entire matter — and Pollard himself — could fade away as the U.S.-Israel connection remained strong.

For a few months, both sides seemed to realize these hopes, as the novelty of the case wore off and public tensions over Pollard dwindled. By the end of May 1986, however, the American investigators knew that the Israelis had withheld information from them and possibly even some of the classified documents Pollard had given them.

Pollard also felt betrayed by Israel, the country he spied for but the one that had also left him alone in American prison. He perceived the government’s refusal to admit him to the embassy and its cooperation in the investigation as abandonment. So, he talked. As his June plea deal hearing neared, the “befuddled” spy, stunned that his handlers had not rescued him, cooperated with his interrogators.

Allegedly, Pollard was the one to reveal Sella’s name and role in the operation. U.S. officials claim that his testimony led to the colonel’s indictment in the United States. Silence on Sella’s identity and whereabouts from Israeli authorities sparked
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renewed irritation about the case and cast doubt on the veracity of the Israelis’ “rogue operation” account. Clearly, the Israelis had misjudged their agent. Eitan was convinced that Pollard would not talk, but he did. The investigating officials and the media suspected, now more than before, that Pollard had been just one piece in a much more extensive web of Israeli espionage in the United States. Journalists reported conspiracy theories of an Israeli spy ring, revolving around a mysterious Mr. X, which stoked Americans’ Cold War espionage fears, already heightened during the “Year of the Spy.”

On June 5, 1986, Jonathan Pollard pleaded guilty to conspiracy to commit espionage. The Israelis and the Americans may have gotten the guilty plea they wanted, but the case was far from closed. Throughout the subsequent months, the investigators pressed on, and officials on both sides of the ocean grew increasingly frustrated. The Israelis adamantly and consistently denied any existence of a widespread spy ring. They did not waver from their stance that the Pollard operation was rogue, a complete deviation from Israel’s policy not to spy in the United States, in hopes of saving as much diplomatic face as possible. Americans doubted the plausibility of the official story and were upset that no Israeli had been prosecuted. The Israelis’ promise of “full
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cooperation” appeared to be an empty one.\textsuperscript{155} In fact, the Israeli government did not undertake an official, parliamentary investigation of the affair until March 1987 — after Pollard’s sentencing and the United States’ continued expressions of disappointment in Israel’s handling of the case.\textsuperscript{156} For their part, the Israelis became more defensive and even resentful, accusing the Justice Department of waging an anti-Israel campaign.\textsuperscript{157} The charge that the Israelis had a larger spy ring in the United States, they believed, was a tactic to distract from the United States’ own counterintelligence failures.\textsuperscript{158} The otherwise intimate relationship marked by extensive cooperation was once again uncertain.

The new revelations in the case also sparked rifts within the U.S. government. In her analysis of American values and press coverage of the Pollard case, Zelizer noted that the American people were “torn between the Department of Justice, which recognized a clear violation of U.S. sovereignty, and the Department of State, which remained concerned for the future of U.S.-Israel relations.”\textsuperscript{159} While the prosecutors condemned Israel’s lack of full cooperation and pressed for more facts, the State Department was more conciliatory toward the Israelis. At one point, Justice Department officials
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threatened to revoke the diplomatic immunity of the Israelis implicated in the case because they suspected that those officials had misled the investigators.\textsuperscript{160} Meanwhile, the State Department diplomats continued to emphasize the closeness of the two countries’ relationship. These officials ‘welcome[d] and accept[ed]’ the Israelis’ insistence that they were not conducting other espionage in the United States.\textsuperscript{161} Contrary to what the Justice Department now believed, State emphasized the Israeli government’s earlier cooperation with the investigation.\textsuperscript{162} 

These diverging approaches to the case might have confused the United States’ official position and interactions with the Israelis, but they aligned with each department’s goals. The Department of Justice was fervently pursuing just that: justice — and a defense of American counterintelligence in the “Year of the Spy.” The investigators aimed to collect facts, build a case, and punish Pollard appropriately for his crimes. Thus, these officials were particularly exasperated upon discovering Sella’s involvement and the Israelis’ lack of full transparency. The State Department, on the other hand, strove to preserve relations with America's Middle Eastern ally, since the “solid foundation of deep friendship, close affinity, and mutual trust” that the department had spoken of in late 1985 still existed.\textsuperscript{163} Therefore, the diplomats were willing to downplay the new revelations in the case. Their eager acceptance of Israel’s apologies and claims of cooperation display their desire to smooth over tensions about the case as soon and as painlessly as possible.
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The White House sided with the State Department’s position, prioritizing the country’s relationship with Israel over the criminal investigation. Maybe the reason was that the United States valued its connections with Israel too much to sacrifice them over this affair.\textsuperscript{164} Alternatively, perhaps this was because allies illicitly collect information on one another regularly — including the United States on Israel — and the Pollard case was not all that surprising. The most well-known, if unconfirmed, example of this is the aforementioned USS \textit{Liberty} incident in 1967, when many believed the ship was stationed to spy on Israel, which is why the Israelis bombed it.\textsuperscript{165}

In addition, around the same time that the Pollard affair was unfolding, the United States had its own agent inside the Israeli Defense Forces (IDF). In 1987, Senator David Durenberger, chairman of the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence (SSCI), told an American Jewish audience that the CIA had recruited an Israeli army officer to spy against Israel in 1982, years before Sella recruited Pollard.\textsuperscript{166} The disillusioned intelligence major Yosef Amit allegedly provided his American handlers with classified Israeli material. Unlike the Pollard affair, however, the Amit case never received much press.\textsuperscript{167} Furthermore, the American intelligence community seemed to be well aware of Israeli snooping, which likely furthered blunted the surprise effect of Israeli spying within the U.S. intelligence community. A 1979 CIA report lists the United States as one
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of Israel’s primary intelligence targets, particularly policies having to do with Israel and scientific and technological secrets — LAKAM’s exact targets.\textsuperscript{168}

It is unsurprising, therefore, that the Israelis handled the affair as they did. Spying on allies is commonplace, and while getting caught is an awkward blunder, it should not cause a major diplomatic crisis. Additionally, in the past, tensions had generally been resolved quietly, as Israeli statesman Simcha Dinitz had expressed, and as Rafi Eitan had assured Pollard earlier.\textsuperscript{169} Thomas Friedman of \textit{The New York Times} reported from Jerusalem that “[s]ome senior officials here say they really do not believe the man responsible for ‘running’ Mr. Pollard did anything all that wrong.”\textsuperscript{170} After all, Israel faced constant existential threats from hostile neighbors, and it needed the information that the spy provided to protect itself. Even though the United States was a good and important friend to the Jewish state, the Israelis felt that they could ultimately only rely on themselves for national security.\textsuperscript{171} This mindset caused them to place security considerations above all else, even the rule of law at times.\textsuperscript{172} To their surprise, Pollard was treated as a criminal rather than a purely diplomatic issue.

The Israelis’ main mistake lay in their partial cooperation. They initially stayed silent, evacuated their embassy employees, and withheld Sella’s name and role. Then, they promised full cooperation, but did not grant it, hoping that the Americans would remain in the dark and that the two countries could move on quickly. The U.S.
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investigators only believed that the Israelis were trying to outsmart them. This haughty Israeli attitude is based on precedent, such as with the USS Liberty incident’s speedy and easy resolution, and perhaps the Americans involved had finally had enough.173

What the Israelis had not realized was that the Pollard case had been a public affair from the start. The dramatic circumstances of Pollard’s arrest — by the FBI in front of the Israeli Embassy — necessarily made it that way.174 Law enforcement officials could not swiftly negotiate behind closed doors, especially in the “Year of the Spy.” Americans needed the world to know that they would not “not tolerate this kind of hostile activity within the United States,” according to a Christian Science Monitor article published around the time Pollard pleaded guilty.175 Instead of immediately apologizing, the Israeli government did not recognize this paranoid American mood, and it treated the Pollard affair as it had any past diplomatic discomfort with the United States and expected the same results.

In the months between Pollard’s June 1986 guilty plea and ultimate sentencing in March 1987, both the Americans and the Israelis felt bitter. The American government was unhappy with being misled, if not outright duped.176 Even those who understood why Eitan had run Pollard believed that the “pretenses must stop” once the spy was caught.177 The Israeli government had disbanded LAKAM, but in an act of tremendous bad judgment, Rafi Eitan was hired as the head of Israel Chemicals, the largest government-
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owned company in Israel. To make matters worse, Avi Sella, whose involvement the Justice Department was now aware of, was given command of the Tel Nof Air Base near Tel Aviv. He also received the rank of brigadier general.\textsuperscript{178} In effect, two people heavily involved in the Pollard affair were promoted, signaling the Israelis’ lack of sensitivity toward American frustration over the case.\textsuperscript{179} American criticism of the Israeli government’s handling of the case sharply increased after these promotions, leaving the credibility of the “rogue operation” claim in doubt.\textsuperscript{180} On March 3, 1987, the United States indicted Sella on espionage charges — a mostly symbolic measure, since they could not extradite him from Israel — further upsetting Israeli leadership.\textsuperscript{181} Only weeks after Pollard received a life sentence did Sella finally resign from his promotion in an effort to mitigate tensions, after urging from the Israeli government.\textsuperscript{182}

Although Pollard’s guilty plea averted a public trial that could cause more embarrassment and reveal classified information, tensions still ran high throughout the investigation. In January 1987, Secretary of Defense Caspar Weinberger submitted what has come to be known as the “Weinberger Memorandum” and was believed to have been influential in Pollard’s sentencing. In the forty-six-page document, much of which is still redacted, the secretary of defense detailed the types of information that Pollard provided to the Israelis and all the potential damage that he might have done to U.S. national security, even as a spy for a “friendly power.” Weinberger emphasized the sheer amount of material that Pollard had given the Israelis, supposedly enough to fill a room of six by
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six by ten feet.\textsuperscript{183} The information that Pollard provided, mostly about Arab nations, would likely damage U.S. relations with moderate Arab states, Weinberger claimed.\textsuperscript{184} Additionally, now that the spy had shared this material with Israel, the United States had no control over which countries would access it.\textsuperscript{185} The Secretary of Defense concluded that “[t]he defendant has substantially harmed the United States, and... his crimes demand severe punishment.”\textsuperscript{186}

In March, shortly before Pollard’s sentencing, Secretary Weinberger stated in a supplemental declaration: “It is difficult for me, even in the so-called ‘year of the spy,’ to conceive of a greater harm to national security than that caused by the defendant.”\textsuperscript{187} To Caspar Weinberger, a spy for a close ally such as Israel had been more harmful to American security interests than the longer-lasting Soviet spy operations uncovered in the same year. Some of those spies — such as John Walker, Jr. and Ronald Pelton — had received life sentences. All those who did, however, spied for longer durations than Pollard, spied for the Soviets, or both.\textsuperscript{188} One of the “Year of the Spy” arrests, CIA clerk Sharon Scranage, provided classified material to Ghana after the Ghanaian president’s cousin seduced her. The FBI later confirmed that Ghanaian intelligence had given the CIA information she provided to Cuba, Libya, and East Germany, all hostile to the
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United States. In his memorandum, Weinberger delineated the possibility of the Israelis passing on Pollard’s information as a major portion of the damage he caused, but this has never been publicly proven to have occurred. Scranage was sentenced to five years in prison.

Perhaps the Israelis had been correct to an extent in asserting that the Americans’ strong reaction to the Pollard case was intended “to obfuscate its own counterintelligence inadequacies.” Weinberger, who had Jewish roots himself, was reputed to have been hostile to Israel throughout his time as Secretary of Defense, and he could have used the public outrage surrounding the Pollard affair to finally show the Israeli government who was in charge. In addition, making an example out of Pollard, arrested toward the end of the year, could demonstrate to the American people at home that the United States would not and did not tolerate espionage. Many of the details of the case remain classified, however, so determining the validity of Weinberger’s claims remains difficult.

Ultimately, Judge Aubrey Robinson was the one who sentenced Jonathan Jay Pollard to life in prison on March 4, 1987. The sentence came as a shock, especially because the convict had pled guilty with the understanding that the government would not seek a life sentence. Most people who committed similar offenses to Pollard, pled guilty, and cooperated with the government were sentenced to four or five years and

---

served three or four — significantly more lenient than Pollard’s fate.\textsuperscript{195} The Israeli government still did not take any responsibility for Pollard and had actually become even more resentful of persistent American pressure to punish Sella and Eitan, with reports of some anti-Americanism apparent in Israel around the time of sentencing. This was directed both toward American Jews and the U.S. government, “in response to their pressures on Israel to at least show contrition for the spying operation by punishing the Israeli officials involved.”\textsuperscript{196} As the United States’ opinion of the spy could not have been more clearly negative, Israelis seemed either indifferent to or supportive of his actions. Some private Israeli citizens had taken up Pollard’s cause, forming the group “Citizens for Pollard.”\textsuperscript{197}

Even amidst the tension throughout the entire Pollard case, government-to-government relations remained relatively stable. Less than two weeks after Pollard’s shocking sentencing, the \textit{New York Times} reported that the military, CIA, and State Department “were quietly conducting business as usual with Israel, maintaining the intimate relationship that has grown up around military cooperation, mutually agreed intelligence sharing and joint weapons research.”\textsuperscript{198} The Pollard affair was a test for the close relationship between the United States and Israeli governments that had developed in the decades prior. This espionage case was more public and more confrontational than other crises that the two countries had faced, but the relations between them were barely affected, and never fundamentally. The governments, however, were not the only
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significant elements of the affair. American Jews, Pollard’s original community, were impacted too, and to a greater extent than the inter-governmental relationship.
Chapter Two: Another Kind of Betrayal

As tensions between the U.S. and Israeli governments fluctuated over the Pollard case, another dimension complicated the matter even more. Jews in the United States were shocked, angry, embarrassed, and fearful upon hearing the news of Jonathan Pollard’s arrest in 1985 and subsequent sentencing in March 1987. American Jews and Israelis felt a close religious, cultural, historical, and often familial connection, and American Jewry had advocated on Israel’s behalf within the United States for decades. Now, the former group was caught in the middle of an international diplomatic affair, one in which this community had a stake. Their trust in Israel suffered a blow, and American Jews let their Israeli cousins know. Israelis, in turn, sought to remind the Diasporic community not to forget that it needs the Jewish state for its own welfare and continuity.

For decades, the connection between American Jewry and the State of Israel had been generally symbiotic in nature: Israel received financial, moral, and political support while the largest Jewish Diaspora community viewed it as a source of religious pride and a haven against anti-Semitism. The deep-rooted and multifaceted ties between American Jews and the State of Israel — moral, religious, political, and material — came with strings attached. Israeli policymakers were often required to factor American Jewry into their decisions, since they received enormous amounts of financial support from the community, both directly and through political lobbying.

---

American Jews, on the other hand, widely tended to regard Israel as an element of their Jewish identity, and they were active on behalf of the state’s security and survival.\textsuperscript{202} For most of Israel’s existence, American Jews had therefore refrained from criticizing its policies in an effort to show unequivocal support for a beleaguered, young nation.\textsuperscript{203} Upon discovering that the Jewish state had hired an American Jew to spy in the United States, American Jews felt betrayed. The Pollard case fractured the trust in and weakened the admiration for Israel among many American Jews. In turn, Israelis reacted defensively and with disdain toward their American cousins, adopting an attitude of pride and even scorn. Thus, the Pollard affair exposed and exacerbated a rift between American Jewry and Israelis. The assumptions that had undergirded the American Jewish-Israeli relationship, one of unconditional and mutual love and support, faced a severe test as FBI agents placed handcuffs around Jonathan Pollard’s wrists.

The American Jewish relationship with Israel, while more personal, was similar to the larger American attitude toward the state. Throughout American history, American policymakers have struggled to combine realistic power-based foreign policies with morality-based ones.\textsuperscript{204} Weaving the two together during the Cold War, however, was particularly easy due to the highly ideological nature of the conflict. During the five-decades of strife, American leaders could easily justify moral and strategic policies as convergent in a war against totalitarianism and atheistic Communism.\textsuperscript{205} Support for
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Israel fell squarely into this trend, as popular support and sympathy for Jewish people eventually translated into increasing material and political support. Despite being strongly counseled against it, President Truman recognized Israel, eleven minutes after its creation in 1948. Subsequent support for the beleaguered democracy was often couched in moral language, as the strategic interests that the United States had in Israel were justified and propelled by commonalities and sympathy. Even Dwight Eisenhower, who was not particularly warm to Israel in his foreign policy, said: “The people of Israel, like those of the United States, are imbued with a religious faith and a sense of moral values.” Likewise, Jimmy Carter observed that “it’s not only our Jewish citizens who have this deep commitment to Israel but there’s an overwhelming support throughout the Nation, because there's a common bond of commitment to the same principles of openness and freedom and democracy and strength and courage that ties us together in an irrevocable way.” Neither of these quotes were addressed to specifically Jewish audiences. Rather, ideologically based support for Israel permeated the highest levels of government.

When Jonathan Pollard was arrested, American Jews, like other Americans, contemplated — though never rescinded — their support for a state that betrayed them. American Jewish support for Israel, while generally more intense, piggybacked off wider, enduring American public sympathy and identification with the small country. The

---
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Holocaust had generated a feeling of sympathy in America and engendered support for Jewish statehood. Within the United States, Jewish people especially valued religious freedom after enduring overt persecution and underlying bigotry for their religious beliefs and ethnic origins. Hitler’s attempt to exterminate the entire Jewish nation in the Holocaust was still fresh in their minds when Israeli was founded in 1948. Although American Jews were well-integrated into American life, generational trauma stained the Jewish psyche with eternal fears of latent anti-Semitism that could surface at any time. While comfortable in the United States, the Diaspora community was grateful to see the fulfillment of the Jewish people’s two-thousand-year dream of establishing a sovereign state in their ancient homeland, able to defend itself against any future persecution. For many American Jews, support for Israel became part and parcel of their expression of their Jewish identity, as both Americans and Jews.

According to Alan Dershowitz, a prominent American Jewish lawyer, Israel supporter, and Pollard’s attorney for a time, “The truth is that most Jewish Americans — indeed, most Jews throughout the world — do support Israel... because that is the correct moral position to take in the world today.” Dershowitz’s statement painted Jewish support for Israel not as a religious issue, but rather as a moral one, which he believed in as an American rather than a Jew. He stressed that while many non-Jewish Americans have levied the charge of “dual loyalty” — splitting faithfulness between the United States and Israel — against their Jewish countrymen, American Jewish support for Israel

---
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lent no credence to this baseless allegation.\textsuperscript{215} Still, Dershowitz cited letters he received from “frightened Jews” imploring him not to appear on television or maintain a public profile out of fear of provoking anti-Semitism or fueling “dual loyalty” allegations.\textsuperscript{216} As part of the American Jewish community himself, Dershowitz attempted to demonstrate the community’s fears of dual loyalty while simultaneously debunking any potential claims of it.

Dershowitz did not discuss the above issues necessarily in relation to Pollard. The scandalous spy case, however, stoked existing American Jewish apprehension about anti-Semitism and especially accusations of “dual loyalty,” considering that Pollard had seemed to legitimate the charge.\textsuperscript{217} When news of the Pollard affair broke, the United States government was not the only one in shock. Just as the government asked why the Israelis, who received so much information and assistance from the Americans legitimately, felt the need to risk their close relationship, American civilians wondered why Israel stole from the United States.\textsuperscript{218} For America’s Jews, this question was more than a puzzle — it dredged up an existential fear. American Jewry worried that the Pollard affair might provide a “\textit{a shande far di goyim},” a Yiddish phrase meaning that a Jew’s scandalous behavior causes embarrassment among the broader Jewish community by disgracing it in front of non-Jews.\textsuperscript{219}

American Jewish leaders and laymen, for the most part, remained silent as the affair unfolded. They reflected on Zionism, dual loyalty, and the state of their Diaspora.
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In a 1996 piece for *Arab Studies Quarterly*, political scientist P.R. Kumaraswamy wrote in retrospect that “[f]or long none of the leading community figures and pro-Israel organizations were able and willing to discuss the Pollard affair let alone lobby for his release” due to the crippling legacy and fear of dual loyalty charges. Jewish leaders and journalists attempted to distance themselves, and American Jewry as a whole, from Jonathan Pollard. Days after the spy was sentenced to life in prison in March 1987, Morris B. Abram, the chairman of the Conference of Presidents, released a statement affirming the United States’ government’s prosecution of the case. In it, the American Jewish attorney condemned Pollard’s crimes and appealed to the moral and pragmatic strength of the U.S.-Israel relationship, stating: “I know that relations between the US and Israel, two democracies whose vital interests are intimately linked, are strong enough to weather this deplorable incident. Israel needs America. America needs Israel.” Abram was careful to speak as an American, not particularly as a Jew, and he attempted to distance his community from the aberrant Pollard. This example falls into the larger trend that Dershowitz described as an “overreactive attempt” to distinguish between loyal American Jews and this exception.

For American Jews, the worst part was the sense of betrayal and disregard that the community felt. In a December 1985 *New York Post* article, neoconservative Jewish journalist Norman Podhoretz expressed that Pollard is “not only guilty of treason as an American, he is also guilty of sinning against the Jewish people. And the Israeli

---
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authorities are guilty of the same sin as well.” American Jews were furious over Israel’s “reckless disregard” for a Diaspora community that had given the Jewish state so much steady support. More than just allies spying on one another, which is routine if foolish, the Pollard operation — and Israel’s subsequent shady handling of the case — risked endangering the American Jewish community and Israel’s highly dependent relationship with the United States, which the American Jewish community vigorously supported.

American Jewish leaders, therefore, tended to side with the United States and expressed anger over Israel’s conduct. In a radio interview, Kenneth Bialkin, the Chairman of the Conference of Presidents at the time, called Israel’s recruitment of Pollard “a foolish endeavor, probably an unnecessary endeavor.” The chairman also urged the Israelis to minimize any damage to the bilateral relationship “by getting out that which it has to say, making an appropriate and forthright apology, immediately if necessary, and move on to the next level of trying to advance common interests.”

Bialkin’s comments demonstrate that when American Jewry was at stake, leaders would break with the tradition of non-criticism. Political columnist William Safire, known to be staunchly supportive of Israel, was even more reproachful of Israel in the Pollard affair. In an essay for The New York Times, he explicitly approved of Pollard’s fate, writing that “Jonathan Pollard, the traitor rightly sentenced to life imprisonment for
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selling secrets to Israel, is an American Jew.”²³⁰ He also emphasized that American Jewry felt “betrayed” because of Israel’s “easy exploitation of Mr. Pollard's Zionism by Israeli spymasters blind to the immorality of inducement to treason and the consequences of getting caught.” Like Bialkin, Safire rebuked the Israelis for the way they handled the case.²³¹ Theodore R. Mann, president of the American Jewish Congress, expressed disbelief on behalf of his community, saying: “That Israelis, believing that American Jews are vulnerable to the dual loyalty charge, should nevertheless have proceeded to recruit an American Jew as a spy, and that no one was punished for this… shows a disdain for American Jewry by Israeli leadership that is profoundly insulting.”²³² American Jewry’s general feeling was one of underappreciation by the Israeli government, despite their perceived vulnerability as a Diaspora community and their exertion on Israel’s behalf.

This especially stung because American Jewry had remained supportive of Israel even as Israeli politics dramatically shifted. Traditionally, Democratic American Jews had approved of Israel’s left-leaning Labor Party, which had been in power basically from the state’s establishment until the late 1970s. When Menachem Begin of the right-leaning Likud Party assumed Israel’s premiership in 1977, things began to change.²³³ “Likud,” meaning consolidation, was an alliance of many of the Israeli right’s political
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parties, and it was conservative and nationalist in character. As they would in the United States (with Ronald Reagan’s election in 1980) and the United Kingdom (with Margaret Thatcher’s premiership beginning in 1979), domestic political support in Israel shifted to the right as the 1970s concluded. Likud’s appeal to more religious factions of Israeli society, despite the majority of Israeli Jews’ secular religious identities, along with his insistence on maintaining the territories acquired in the 1967 war, contributed to the party’s ascent to power.

In general, American Jewry’s preferences did not align with Likud’s policies, but the Diaspora community continued to overwhelmingly and enthusiastically support Israel. In the early 1980s, polling showed that around 90% of American Jews held favorable views toward Israel. When Israel invaded Lebanon in 1982, however, the formerly united front of American Jewish leaders began to crack slightly as prominent American Jews publicly disagreed with Israeli policies. Since Begin became prime minister, the premiership has flip-flopped between the right and left. When Pollard was arrested in 1985 — and Labor leader Shimon Peres was prime minister — the American Jewish community generally remained steadfast in their support for Israel, opting for silence over criticism.

Once they viewed their own interests at stake — and endangered by Israel — American Jewish leaders began to feel more comfortable voicing disapproval of Israeli policies.
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policy. A New York Times article published shortly after Pollard was sentenced recorded that while “the support of American Jews for Israel continues unabated,” it had become more publicly nuanced.\textsuperscript{240} Now, “American Jews are expressing greater anxiety about Israel’s policies than at any time since the modern state was founded nearly 40 years ago….”\textsuperscript{241} An Associated Press article entitled “American Jews Launch Unprecedented Criticism of Israel” reported that “American Jews have aimed a barrage of criticism at Israel following the Pollard spy affair… breaking with a long tradition of keeping differences within the family.”\textsuperscript{242} In The New York Times, columnist Thomas Friedman wrote a few months after Pollard’s sentencing: “According to several American polling experts now visiting Israel, the findings have been rather surprising: Israel's standing with the American public remains high, largely untouched by the recent scandals. But at the same time, its standing with American Jewish leaders has, to some extent, been negatively affected.”\textsuperscript{243} While American Jews remained supportive of Israel, their leaders were unhappy with being placed in a tough position of seemingly having to choose between the United States and Israel.

Feeling betrayed by Israel and fearful for their own safety upon Pollard’s arrest, plea, and sentencing, Jews in America sought to highlight the American aspect of their identities. In a December 1985 Washington Times article, columnist Suzanne Fields emphasized the integral role that Jewish people have played in the development of the United States since its inception, long before Israel’s establishment. If convicted, the
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Pollard affair would stain the Jews’ record of contributions to “their” country — the United States. A New York Times letter to the editor entitled “Jewish Americans are Americans First” expressed a similar sentiment: that American Jews felt secure in, and wholly loyal to, the United States. In another letter to the editor, a self-proclaimed “grass-roots American Jew” vehemently disagreed with Dershowitz’s suggestion that the community believed that Pollard received an excessive sentence. The writer “wholeheartedly support[s] Israel,” as “an American ally and the only free democracy in the Middle East,” but “[m]y support for Israel, however, stops when that support conflicts with the best interests of the United States. I am first an American, then a Jew.” In a similar vein, Norman Podhoretz wrote that Jews recognized that they are lucky to be able to stay Jewish in America “and with a good and clear conscience as Americans. For like most Americans and in general, American Jews firmly believe that the interests of Israel and the interests of the United States are fundamentally harmonious and mutually reinforcing.” In Safire’s essay, mentioned above, the columnist spoke on behalf of American Jewry in saying that “[m]ost of us are offended first as Americans at the spectacle of having our foreign aid dollars used to buy U.S. secrets.” Only afterward did he mention American Jewry’s Zionism and the Israelis’ exploitation of Pollard, placing American Jews’ American identities first.
Safire also played on the subtle difference between the terms “American Jew” and “Jewish American.” He wrote that “In matters of religion and culture, many of those supporters are American Jews,” — prioritizing Jewish identity in this context — “but in matters affecting national interest and ultimate loyalty, the stonewalling leaders of Israel will learn to think of us as Jewish Americans.” The latter term definitively elevated the community’s American identity, affirming Jews’ steadfast loyalty to the United States. Similarly, Hyman J. Bookbinder, special Washington representative of the American Jewish Committee, explained why Pollard bothered the American Jewish community so deeply. “Over the years we know that there are people in this country who are quick to assert that Jews are not 100 percent Americans,” he said, “[s]o by speaking out publicly and privately I would hope that Americans would understand we are Americans first and we do not want anything done to embarrass or hurt our country.”

Like other prominent and even anonymous American Jews, Bookbinder sought to affirm American Jews’ “Americanness” beyond doubt in reaction to Pollard’s apparent lack of it.

The energetic assertion of American Jews’ loyalty to the United States was likely either a conscious or subconscious attempt to dispel any potential suspicions of dual loyalty. Such charges were a pervasive concern among American Jewry in the aftermath of the Pollard affair. Safire wrote that a consequence of the Pollard affair “is the encouragement of anti-Semites who charge that Jews everywhere are at best afflicted with dual loyalty and at worst are agents of a vast fifth column.”

Rabbi Alexander Schindler, the president of the Union of American Hebrew Congregations (a Reform
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group consisting of eight hundred member temples), remarked that “[f]or the first time in recent history, the issue of double loyalty has been dramatically raised.” 251 A New York Times-CBS News poll published in April 1987 showed that “[m]ost American Jews say they think the Jonathan Pollard spy affair… will increase anti-Semitism in the United States.” 252

For all the concern, the American public’s immediate reaction to the Pollard affair was anticlimactic if nothing else. No mass demonstrations of anti-Semitism or large-scale accusations of dual loyalty erupted throughout the United States. The same New York Times-CBS poll found “that few non-Jews were aware of Pollard.” 253 This contrasts with the high-profile character of the issue within the American Jewish community, but to the average American, apparently not much distinguished this spy from others at the time. News articles in 1987 responded to American Jewish concerns of rising anti-Semitism and dual loyalty accusation by reassuring readers that there was “no significant rise in anti-Semitism.” 254 Morris Abram of the Conference of Presidents also tried to calm his community, saying, “[t]he Pollard affair has caused concern, it has created uncertainty, but it has not in my judgment caused any friction (between Jews and non-Jews) in the internal society of the United States.” 255 Abram’s statement, while serving to soothe American Jewish anxieties, doubled as a subtle assertion of American Jewish loyalty to the United States. By claiming that the Jewish people had no reason to be afraid, he confirmed their identities as true Americans, and thus their loyalty to the United States.
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Whether or not the wider American public was staging public anti-Semitic demonstrations, Jonathan Pollard’s arrest and conviction ignited a fear within American Jewry of backlash and brewed resentment toward the Israeli government over their apparent disregard of the community’s interests.

Israelis, naturally, viewed the situation quite differently. While they initially condemned the operation as a peril to their government’s most important international relationship, Israeli citizens came to regard Pollard as a mistreated patriot. This attitude became so pervasive that by 1995—within a decade of the spy’s arrest—an Israeli play simply called Pollard, written by Israeli playwright Motti Lerner, hit Tel Aviv’s Cameri Theater. Lerner wrote a number of controversial political plays, and Pollard was no exception. This production did not shy away from addressing Israeli and American Jewish stereotypes and the sometimes friction-laden relationship between the two communities. In the fictional play, the spy’s character expressed what many Israelis believed to be his pure motivations: “I brought you this because I thought I was doing something noble; according to the holiest principles. Historical justice for my parents’ families who perished in Auschwitz.” In this portrayal, the spy aspired to uphold Jewish principles. He invoked the Holocaust, a collective trauma still relatively fresh to both Israeli and American Jewry. In this sense, Pollard’s proactivity contrasted with a historical perception of Jews as victims a few decades earlier.
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Furthermore, many Israelis developed a sense of bitterness toward their American counterparts. They resented their country’s dependence on the United States, which ran counter to Israel’s mantra of self-reliance, and this manifested as disapproval over American Jews’ reaction to the Pollard investigation.²⁶⁰ Shlomo Avnieri, an Israeli political scientist, lashed out at the American Jewish community in his scathing “Letter to an American Friend,” published in *The Jerusalem Post*, an English-language Israeli newspaper, approximately a week after Pollard’s sentencing in 1987. In it, he rebukes American Jews for claiming to be secure and well-off while, as their silence in relation to the Pollard affair allegedly proved, their *galut* (exile from Israel) was still one in which they feared persecution, just as Soviet or Iranian Jews did at the time. In reality, Avnieri wrote, American Jews worried that Pollard would lead their non-Jewish neighbors not to consider them genuine “Americans,” revealing their sense of insecurity.²⁶¹

Avnieri’s appraisal of the American *galut* did not sit well with its intended audience. American Jewish scholar and attorney Suzanne Garment retorted in a *New York Times* article that the Israelis botched the case because of their mistaken assumptions. The Jewish state presumed that it could resolve the affair with the United States politically and quietly rather than legally and publicly, which Garment claims was a costly and preventable miscalculation. She lambasted the Israeli authorities for not grasping how the United States operated. Surprisingly, the author claims, the Israelis maintained an arrogant, yet mistaken, air about their level of knowledge of this exact

subject. The main “lesson” of the case, therefore, was that the Israelis could use some “humility” in their relationship with the United States.\textsuperscript{262}

Garment then launched into a fierce defense of American Jewry. Contrary to what Israelis believed, she replied to Avnieri, Jews’ anger over Pollard did not stem from insecurity, but rather from a perceived potential threat to the significant political presence they toiled to build in America and the strong U.S.-Israel relationship they supported over the years. By recruiting Pollard, an American Jew, Israel displayed apparent disregard for the largest Jewish community in the Diaspora. Defensively, although not necessarily incorrectly, Garment’s article told Israelis that Jews in America are proud, patriotic, and established Americans.\textsuperscript{263}

In a similar exchange, Israeli political commentator Annette Dulzin expressed her surprise at American Jewry’s distress over the Pollard case in an article for \textit{The New York Times}. Considering that most journalists and government officials surmised from the very beginning that the case would not render significant damage to U.S.-Israeli ties, she wondered why American Jews were so upset with Israel. Like Avnieri, she cast a shadow of skepticism on their general mindset of being “fully integrated into the mainstream of national life, while preserving their identity….”\textsuperscript{264} Dulzin sardonically expressed “shock” at some American Jews’ apparent insecurity, unable to understand her American cousins’ problem with entertaining dual loyalty.\textsuperscript{265} Dulzin’s invalidation of the dual loyalty issue demonstrated a fundamental misalignment of values between American Jews and Israelis.
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In a letter to the editor responding to this article, an American Jew affirmed this dissonance, complaining that Dulzin failed to understand that “[c]itizens of Jewish faith are Americans, not a foreign minority beholden to a hospitable majority.”\footnote{Liebman, “Jewish Americans are Americans First.”} While the Israelis perceived American Jews as Jews who have integrated into a foreign society, American Jews fashioned themselves as Americans first, who had a Jewish identity as well. Part of this Jewish identity, the letter continued, enabled criticism of Israel along with fundamental support for the state.\footnote{Ibid.}

These exchanges signified larger trends in Israelis’ attitudes toward American Jewry and a disconnect between these two populations, despite a shared religion, common history, and often, familial ties. In his book \textit{Territory of Lies}, covering the Pollard affair, Wolf Blitzer, the former Washington correspondent for \textit{The Jerusalem Post}, echoed Garment’s assertion that Israelis believed that their American counterparts could be outsmarted or handled. He elaborated:

The political leadership in Israel occasionally shows disdain even for the American Jewish community, despite the enormous moral, financial, and political support it has received over the years. Israeli officials have often convinced themselves that, in the end, the politically active Jewish leadership in the United States will not set itself against Israeli policy.\footnote{Blitzer, \textit{Territory of Lies}, 280.}

Additionally, Jack Wertheimer, a Professor of American Jewish History at the Jewish Theological Seminary of America, described Israeli politicians’ sometimes contradictory approach toward American Jews.\footnote{“Jack Wertheimer,” \textit{Commentary}, accessed November 18, 2021, \url{https://www.commentary.org/author/jack-wertheimer/}.} On the one hand,

The official Zionist ideology espoused by Israel’s political ideology "negated" the Diaspora, assuming that it was doomed to wither and expected Diaspora communities to play a subordinate role Israel in all Jewish affairs.
Simultaneously, however, leaders of the newborn state were acutely aware of their dependence on American Jewish largess to help absorb immigrants and build Israel's infrastructure, and also hoped American Jews could influence the government to aid Israel.²⁷⁰

Therefore, Israelis both asked for help and upbraided American Jews for remaining in the United States.²⁷¹

Israeli commentators proved Blitzer’s and Wertheimer’s assertions. Eliezer Jaffe, a professor at Hebrew University, recalled a scene during the 1973 Yom Kippur War. He expressed some frustration with a United Jewish Appeal (UJA) tour bus that brought “nice American young people” to an Egyptian mango grove under fire.²⁷² He said that “after about 40 minutes they got on the bus and rode out. And you can imagine how we felt after they rode out. And that’s what’s been happening to us over and over. You ride out.”²⁷³ Jaffe’s comments demonstrate a sentiment among Israelis that Americans fundraised, they came to see Israel for a week or two, but their commitment fell short of more significant assistance — or immigration. They returned to the United States, where they lived their comfortable lives away from the dangers of “shelling and sniper fire.”²⁷⁴

Some years later, Israeli politician Yossi Beilin remarked that Israel, now a “rich country,” does not need “charity” from the Diaspora, and that American Jewry should focus its efforts on strengthening Jewish continuity and Jewish education in their own

²⁷¹ Ibid.
²⁷² The UJA is a New York-based Jewish philanthropic organization. See their website, [https://www.ujafedny.org](https://www.ujafedny.org), for more information.
²⁷⁴ Ibid.
In the *Pollard* play, the character of Rafi Eitan, the head of the LAKAM agency that operated Pollard as an agent, conveys how at least some Israelis perceived American Jewry’s attitude toward Israel. To Eitan, Jews in the United States viewed Israel as a good and necessary philanthropic cause that would serve as a safe haven in times of inevitable need:

You’re working for us because you need us. Because you know that America is not safe for Jews. If there’s a political or economic crisis, Jews are the first ones to pay the price. What happened to the Jews of Europe can happen to you as well. That’s why Anne’s uncle gives us half a million dollars a year. To have a safe haven in Jerusalem. That he will have thick walls to protect him. So that no one can hurt him there. So if you think you are only helping us, you can go back to Washington.  

Lerner’s *Pollard* play in Tel Aviv also demonstrated that Israelis sometimes believed American Jews to be undeservingly complacent in the United States. In the first meeting between Pollard and Avi Sella, his air-force-colonel handler, Pollard’s character lamented that he was not living in Israel already. While other American Jews attempted to justify remaining in exile by claiming to be able to better contribute to the Jewish state from the United States, Pollard’s character claimed, he knew that Israelis often viewed this rationale for staying in America as an excuse to not face the challenges that come with immigrating to Israel (adjusting to a lower standard of living, a language barrier, and compulsory military service for their children, to name a few). He, however, genuinely believed that he could do more for Israel from the United States. When Sella tried to assure him that he thought no such thing about the average American Jew, Pollard’s character replied: “But you think it. Most Israelis do. That may be right about most

---

American Jews, but not about me.”277 Later on, Rafi Eitan complained that American Jews deluded themselves into thinking that their material success would save them from inevitable anti-Semitism in the future, from which only Israel could save them. “Five million Jews sitting on a powder keg, thinking their money will save them,” he says,

You’re as blind as the European Jews were fifty years ago. Today you’re lucky to have someone protecting your ass. Sooner or later some ‘anonymous’ characters will show up here for a visit. One will blow up a synagogue in New York, another in Chicago, the third in Miami. Then you’ll see five million panicking Jews running to us to save them from slaughter.278

Despite the numerous commonalities between the United States and Israel, some of the misunderstanding between American Jews and Israelis arose from dissimilar backgrounds, mindsets, and priorities, which led to differing approaches to global affairs. For Israelis, the top concern was defending their state.279 As such, legal procedure and honesty, while important to them as part of a democratic society, was sometimes subordinated to security concerns.280 This mindset dated back to the Ottoman period, and more recently to the post-World War II-era British Mandate, as the Jews struggled for independence — and it had not faded by the time the Pollard affair broke in the 1980s.281 Jewish immigration and defense, things that the Jews in Mandatory Palestine believed to be crucial to their survival and morally correct, were technically illegal then. Jewish sovereignty in the historical homeland was still relatively new, and especially after enduring millennia of oppression, Jews in Israel were — and continued to be — committed to ensuring that their enemies would never prevail again.282
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Therefore, while nobody in Israel argued that Pollard was innocent of breaking the law, some Israelis did not necessarily equate illegal with immoral. In a March 1987 poem that appeared in the Israeli daily newspaper *Ma’ariv*, Efraim Sidon mocked Israeli politicians for “hiding” from the Pollard affair while Jonathan Pollard himself is likened to a soldier, ironically “chased after” rather than traditionally followed in battle. Although the Israeli government was condemning Pollard, civilians saw him as a patriot who acted heroically for the sake of Israel and the Jewish people. In a letter to the editor in *Ma’ariv* the next day, Elie HaCohen of Jerusalem exhorted his government to take all measures possible to bring about Pollard’s “liberation,” only days after the spy was sentenced. In the letter, HaCohen stated that it was in fact Israel’s “moral duty” to do so and not abandon him, despite the illegality of Pollard’s actions in the United States.

One Tel Aviv resident even petitioned the Supreme Court against the prime minister to intervene on the Pollards’ behalf. After all, Jonathan Pollard had acted “on behalf of Israel.” If he had not, then his operators should be prosecuted for running an illegal spy operation. Ironically, the petition to the court only showed a regard for the moral dimension of the case rather than the legal, as it ignored the crimes that Pollard committed in the United States and only discussed Israel’s moral obligation to assist him.

---
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On the other hand, the American public has tended to sanctify the value of rule of law, emphasizing “liberty and justice for all.”\textsuperscript{287} While they acknowledged Israelis’ prioritization of security, American Jews did not believe that it should translate into their own society. As Suzanne Garment wrote in her response to Shlomo Avnieri’s criticism of American Jewry, “[k]nowledgeable Americans told the Israelis that… [p]rosecutors cannot be turned off like faucets; it is dangerous for an official to try.”\textsuperscript{288} When the Pollard case hit the press, American Jewry rushed to identify with their American side rather than their Jewish roots, and they challenged the Israelis value of security over all — especially since Jonathan Pollard personified a potential threat to the security of their own established community in the United States.

The Pollard affair shook American Jewry to its core, as it placed the United States and Israel in opposition to one another, with an American Jew as the perpetrator of one of the highest national crimes possible. Abraham Foxman, the associate national director of the Anti-Defamation League, put it plainly: “The Pollard affair went to the essence of a relationship between American and Israeli Jews which had been built on mutual trust.”\textsuperscript{289} The affair’s greatest damage, perhaps unexpectedly, was not between the two countries’ official diplomatic channels. Rather, the Israeli government’s actions in the Pollard case breached American Jewry’s trust in their haven and left them feeling betrayed. Jonathan Pollard forced American Jewry to grapple with its identity as a community both fiercely American and proudly Jewish. Simultaneously, the affair compelled Israel to contemplate its relationship with the United States, and particularly its relationship with the Jewish

\textsuperscript{288} Garment, “Oddly, Israelis Misunderstand Us.”
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community within it. The Pollard affair, to that point, was the most severe test that the 
American Jewish-Israeli relationship had faced. As the spy remained in prison for 
decades, all players in the multifaceted relationship attempted to navigate the emotions 
and politics of this deep-rooted and high-stakes connection.

The American Jewish community’s initial silence, fear, and outrage, however, 
cooled over the years. Gradually, Pollard’s community — which had gone to great 
lengths to distance itself from him when his name dominated the press — began to 
sympathize with the prisoner and even come to his defense. The next chapter will 
examine how and why American Jewry changed their stance to mobilize around Pollard’s 
cause, what happened to that broken trust, the inter-governmental relations over the case 
throughout the next three decades, and the affair’s lasting legacies.
Chapter Three: No Pardon for Pollard

Jonathan Pollard was released on parole in 2015, thirty years to the day after he was arrested, but his case was a topic of conversation within and between the American and Israeli governments throughout that time. By 2021, Pollard’s name still had not disappeared from the press. While American Jews initially distanced themselves from the Pollard affair, over time, Jewish leaders began to take action on the prisoner’s behalf, advocating publicly for his release. While this shift spanned years, it really only became apparent in the 1990s, well after Pollard received a life sentence. 290 American Jewry advocated on his behalf out of a sense of moral outrage, and Israelis developed a sense of obligation toward him. Within the governmental realm, Jonathan Pollard’s name was used at times as a political tool for Israeli politicians or raised as a possible bargaining chip in negotiations. While many in the American government remained opposed to Pollard’s release, a number of government officials — some within the national security establishment — pressed for his freedom. Ultimately, however, Pollard was released without direct intervention from either government. This chapter covers American Jewry’s evolving relationship with Jonathan Pollard and the various political actors and processes that played a role over multiple decades — but that did not make a difference in the spy’s ultimate freedom.

Over time, the U.S.-Israeli relationship strengthened even further through increased aid and trade, deepened military cooperation, and a joint mission in the War on Terror. 291 Additionally, the passage of time in itself was conducive to growing sympathy
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for Pollard. \(^{292}\) As he remained behind bars year after year, more and more of his fellow Jews came around to his plight. Important American Jewish groups, including the aforementioned organizations B’nai Brith International and the Conference of Presidents of Major American Jewish Organizations, which had originally shunned the spy, later took up his cause. \(^{293}\) While the Jewish aspect of Pollard’s case complicated arguments against clemency with contentions of anti-Semitic bias, it also imbued the campaign for the spy’s release with a strong sense of purpose and cohesion once the initial shock of his arrest, and then the subsequent surprise of his life sentence, died down. \(^{294}\) The Jerusalem Post reported in 1991 that after Jonathan Pollard penned a letter to his parents expressing remorse for spying, American Jewish groups planned to support efforts to have him released. \(^{295}\) Once he displayed regret — acknowledging that his actions were morally incorrect — perhaps American Jewry felt more comfortable supporting his cause. They could do so without at all implicitly supporting his actions since the culprit himself showed guilt.

As the shock and fear of the case faded and the legal proceedings became increasingly distant, Jerusalem Post Washington correspondent Wolf Blitzer noted that “[m]any American Jews did not feel a need to run away from Pollard in order to prove their own loyalty to the United States.” \(^{296}\) Even those who advocated for Pollard’s release, however, did not believe him to be innocent. They agreed that he was a criminal


\(^{293}\) Ibid.
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who rightly served time, and they argued, rather, that his sentence was not appropriate to his actions. In 1991, the chairman of the Conference of Presidents of Major Jewish Organizations, Seymour Reich, condemned Pollard’s life sentence as disproportionate to his crime, in stark contrast to his predecessor, Morris Abram, who had supported the U.S. government’s actions in 1987 (see Chapter Two). The time the spy had already served — at that point four years, which was about the average time served for spying for an ally — was sufficient punishment, Reich claimed.\footnote{Jonathan Schachter, "U.S. Jewish Leadership Seen Shifting Support Toward Pollard Release," \textit{The Jerusalem Post}, March 31, 1991, 2, \url{https://proxy.library.upenn.edu/login?url=https://www-proquest-com.proxy.library.upenn.edu/historical-newspapers/u-s-jewish-leadership-seen-shifting-support/docview/1445986740/se-2?accountid=14707}.} Alan Dershowitz, who served as Pollard’s attorney at one point, advocated for the spy because he had already served more time than anyone else had for a comparable crime, not because he believed that Pollard should have received no jail time at all.\footnote{Dershowitz, \textit{Chutzpah}, 309.}

Reich’s and Dershowitz’s reasoning pervaded much of the activism on Pollard’s behalf throughout the next three decades. Many American Jews believed that the severity of his sentence was unwarranted and that he received such a harsh fate because of his religious faith, emphasizing prejudice in their pro-clemency arguments. In the campaigns for his release, his supporters claimed that certain people, for example Secretary of Defense Caspar Weinberger — who had Jewish roots himself — were out to punish Jews or Israel from the start.\footnote{Kumaraswamy, "Politics of Pollard," 24-25.} The Navy also supposedly had a score to settle with Israel over the USS Liberty incident in 1967 (as explained in Chapter One), and punishing Pollard was their revenge.\footnote{Ibid.} If not that, Pollard was scapegoated because of a rumor started by Aldrich Ames — a notorious CIA-agent-turned-Soviet-spy — about Pollard passing...
information to the Soviets.\textsuperscript{301} Or, Pollard’s life sentence, which came as a shock to both the Israeli and American governments and publics, was plain, unadulterated anti-Semitism.\textsuperscript{302}

Alan Dershowitz thought that anti-Semitism was definitely present, although probably not blatantly. He wrote that

Jonathan Pollard’s Jewishness and the fact that he spied for the Jewish state are the most important factors explaining the otherwise inexplicable disparity between the sentences traditionally given those who spy for allies and the draconian sentences imposed on Jonathan and Anne Pollard. Though no single prosecutor or prison official may be an anti-Semite, or anti-Zionist, the net result of the discriminatory treatment received by the Pollards can be fairly characterized as anti-Jewish.\textsuperscript{303}

In books documenting the Pollard case, Elliot Goldenberg’s \textit{The Hunting Horse} and Mark Shaw’s \textit{Miscarriage of Justice}, both authors go so far as to compare Jonathan Pollard to Alfred Dreyfus, a French Jewish artillery officer sentenced to life imprisonment for espionage at the end of the nineteenth century.\textsuperscript{304} Dreyfus, it turned out, was guiltless and was widely believed to have been convicted because of his Jewish origins.\textsuperscript{305} The parallel is not so apt in this case: Dreyfus was actually wrongfully convicted and patriotic, while Pollard’s culpability in espionage was not up for debate. The dramatic comparison, however, hearkened back to a grievous episode of anti-Semitism, supporting the claim that this case was another iteration of the same old Jew-hatred.

\textsuperscript{301} Ibid.
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In his book, Shaw wrote that Pollard’s egregious sentence was not meant to punish only Pollard, but rather the State of Israel. The American government, Shaw believed, was using the spy as a warning for Israel to never try something like this again. In other words, the life sentence was a reprimand, a reminder of who was the boss in the American-Israeli “special relationship.” Seymoure Reich drew a similar conclusion: he believed the harsh treatment as America’s way of “trying to teach Israel a lesson, trying to teach American Jews a lesson, or trying to teach American Jews in government a lesson.”

Did these charges of anti-Semitism have any merit? Was there any lasting legacy of anti-Semitism from the case? Did American Jews’ fear of being charged with “dual loyalty” materialize at all? Blitzer claimed that Jews serving in “sensitive foreign policy and defense jobs” in the American government suffered the worst consequences of the Pollard affair. The espionage case revived concerns of dual loyalty, and American officials were uneasy about their Jewish coworkers handling national secrets. For example, Adam Sirolsky, a Jewish former CIA employee, said on CBS’ “60 Minutes” that due to his religious identity, he was suspected of treason, surveilled, and eventually forced to resign from his post. Additionally, American Jews in government were less willing to deal with Israel of their own volition, preferring to avoid any potentially complicated situations.

---
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The passage of time, harshness of the spy’s sentence, and realization of American Jews’ fears of dual loyalty accusations — despite their earlier efforts to distance themselves from the case — contributed to their increased sympathy toward Jonathan Pollard’s cause. As Americans, some American Jews supported Pollard’s claims for leniency because they believed the life sentence was a miscarriage of justice, not necessarily because of a shared religion. They had remained silent in part out of fear of provoking anti-Semitism, but if that was realized in their silence, they may as well have expressed their views. Consequently, many of the American Jewish defenses of Pollard against such a harsh punishment had little to do with a shared culture or faith, instead emphasizing American interests, values, or morals.

Rabbi Avi Weiss, who became Pollard’s personal rabbi and close confidante during the spy’s first years in prison, lamented the Jewish community’s relative passivity on the issue for many years. He recognized that some feared being lumped into a dual loyalty conspiracy, but he wrote in The Jerusalem Post in 1991 that “[t]he Pollard case has nothing to do with dual loyalty. The inequity of sentence is a perversion of American justice.”311 Weiss insisted that Pollard’s situation should be an outrage not because of any Jewish-related concerns, but rather because it violates the cherished American principle of justice. Jews, and perhaps others too, should fight for Pollard’s cause as good Americans.

Pollard’s supporters emphasized the “friendly spy” argument, arguing for his early release on the grounds that Israel was not an enemy, that it was a fellow democracy,

and that Pollard’s actions did not endanger American interests. In fact, strengthening Israel was equivalent to boosting American interests in the Middle East, the argument went.\footnote{Kumaraswamy, “Politics of Pardon,” 22.} After the 1991 Gulf War, Pollard’s cause gained more support. When Saddam Hussein rained Scud missiles onto Israeli territory during the war, Israel complied with President George H.W. Bush’s request not to retaliate against the Iraqi attacks.\footnote{Freedman, \textit{Israel and the United States}, 6.} In a \textit{Jerusalem Post} article, two American immigrants to Israel called for Pollard’s “efforts” to be “re-examined, since they were reportedly calculated to give the Israelis advance warning of the growing Iraqi threat of chemical warfare, and it is this vital information which has proved invaluable in preparing Israel and its civilian population for the present crisis.”\footnote{Edward Langer and David M. Wolfe, “Pollard: An American-Israeli Patriot,” \textit{The Jerusalem Post}, January 30, 1991, 4, \url{https://proxy.library.upenn.edu/login?url=https://www-proquest-com.proxy.library.upenn.edu/historical-newspapers/pollard-american-israeli-patriot/docview/1442760199/se-2?accountid=14707}.} The authors directly linked Pollard’s espionage with positive outcomes, i.e., saving lives. Pollard was, in fact, tasked with providing his handlers with “Arab”—including Iraqi—“exotic weaponry, including chemical and biological weapons,” so this claim is not far-fetched.\footnote{Office of the Director of Central Intelligence, “The Jonathan Jay Pollard Espionage Case: A Comprehensive Damage Assessment,” Foreign Denial and Deception Analysis Committee, October 30, 1987, 37.} That the writers were American Jews who emigrated is noteworthy: clearly, they were loyal to Israel, and they relocated there. Unsurprisingly, therefore, their views on Pollard align more with the Israeli opinion of Pollard as a patriot than the American Jewish perception of him as a traitor. The article’s title, “Pollard: An American-Israeli Patriot,” signaled that they did not believe Pollard’s allegiance to Israel to be an issue with his loyalty to the United States.
As time progressed, and especially by the 2010s, Pollard had been incarcerated far longer than others charged and convicted of similar crimes. By then, many Jewish organizations were convinced that refusing to release Pollard, whose health was suffering, “could only smack of anti-Semitism.” Pollard was never charged with the crime of treason: he pleaded guilty to passing information to a foreign government, a less severe crime. That detail, coupled with what his supporters believed to be his ideological motivations, led Pollard’s American (and Israeli) advocates to insist that he did not merit such a long sentence.

While many American Jews slowly began to show sympathy toward Pollard over the years, this gravitation was by no means unanimous. Peter Beinart penned a *New York Times* op-ed in 1999 expressing his surprise at how many major Jewish organizations were coming to Pollard’s defense. While “it is perhaps heartening” this was happening, as American Jews advocating publicly on behalf of an American Jew who spied for Israel must imply that the community felt secure enough to do so, he argued against the cause. Beinart contended the opposite of the “friendly spy” argument, saying that the fact that Pollard spied for Israel should not render his sentence any less severe, as the two countries’ interests should not be conflated. In fact, Beinart wrote, “[t]o apologize for an American official’s decision to put another country's interests ahead of his own can be

---


seen as essentially defending dual loyalty.” Martin Peretz, former owner and editor-in-chief of *The New Republic*, painted the effort to get Pollard released as ridiculous in a 2012 piece for *The Wall Street Journal*. He countered claims of “anti-Semitic motives on the part of an indeterminate officialdom” and of the spy’s ideological reasoning. He faulted the Israeli right for the “ideological frenzy” surrounding the campaign to release Pollard, a vestige of the 1980s-era tension between American Jewry and Israelis over the affair.321

Despite the dissenters, many American Jews came around to Pollard. This growing sympathy for his cause, however, was not out of love for the spy himself or necessarily even allegiance to the Jewish state. Ira Sharkansky, an American-born political science professor at Hebrew University, stressed this point in a blog post for *The Jerusalem Post*.322 In it, he stressed that American Jews are still American first, as American Jews had done when the Pollard affair was still fresh in the mid-1980s: “Politics aside, they [American Jews] are taking good care of themselves. Many of them do what they can to express support for Israel, but mostly in the context of being Americans.”323 American Jews still supported Israel — Pollard did not completely ruin that relationship — but they looked out for themselves first, and that was the context in which they came to advocate for the spy’s early release. The wounds of the late 1980s, when American Jewry felt betrayed and unappreciated, had not fully healed.324 Even as
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American Jewish organizations pressed for Pollard’s release, they did so out of their own
sense of justice, morality, and self-interest. Jonathan Pollard, after all, was an American
Jew in an American prison. Even during their advocacy and continued support for Israel,
trust between Israel and American Jewry remained somewhat fractured over the Pollard
affair.

While American Jewry might have warmed to Jonathan Pollard and advocated on
his behalf, that did not make any tangible differences in the case. Despite the efforts of
American Jewish activists, the Israeli government, and even some officials within the
United States government to have the spy pardoned or his sentence commuted, neither of
these scenarios ever materialized. Jonathan Pollard became a free man under the least
controversial terms possible: he was released on parole in 2015, and he was only
completely freed in 2020 because his parole restrictions expired and were not renewed.325
This was a way to finally put the awkward affair behind the two countries, whose
relationship had survived and even thrived since then, with minimal uneasiness. Pollard’s
advocates were finally satisfied that their mission had been fulfilled, and those opposed to
the spy’s release could not complain too much about the legitimate legal process by
which he was released.

In January 2021, just before he exited the White House, President Trump
pardoned Aviem Sella, the Israeli air force colonel who had been Pollard’s original
handler.326 Although one might predict that this would stir up international tension, the
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spy himself was already free, and the pardon remained relatively quiet. In a statement on the matter, the White House said: “The State of Israel has issued a full and unequivocal apology, and has requested the pardon in order to close this unfortunate chapter in U.S.-Israel relations.” The pardon, therefore, was part of the bilateral effort to move on completely from the Pollard affair on the part of a presidential administration reputed to be particularly favorable to Israel.

Aviem Sella, never himself imprisoned, may have received a presidential pardon, but the spy did not. Whether Pollard should have been granted clemency was a question that nagged every presidential administration from Reagan to Obama, during whose administration the spy was released on parole. Even during the Pollard investigation in the 1980s, varying interests of different parts of the U.S. government caused complications in the case. The range of opinions and actors only expanded after the spy was sentenced in 1987. As within the American Jewish community, sympathy for Pollard grew within the American government over time, most significantly within the legislative branch. Additionally, the case became a political issue between the two countries, as Pollard was raised as a potential bargaining chip in negotiations throughout the years and was used for Israeli politicians’ personal political gain.

Freeing Jonathan Pollard depended on whether that option was more politically beneficial to certain politicians — particularly the American president — than prolonging his jail time. For the presidents of the United States, the most expedient thing to do in Pollard’s case was to maintain the status quo, which meant leaving the spy in prison. America’s relationship with Israel had progressed past the Pollard affair, and pardoning

---
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Pollard or commuting his sentence would only rehash old wounds. This held especially true near times of presidential elections. Granting clemency was a political decision, and this decision involved electoral politics.\(^\text{329}\) For example, in 1996, then Chief of Staff Leon Panetta said that the Clinton administration’s stance on the Pollard case had not changed, which was unsurprising, as President Clinton was up for reelection later that year.\(^\text{330}\) Two years later, at Prime Minister Netanyahu’s urging, Clinton agreed to review the case for the third time in three years during negotiations over the Israel-Palestinian conflict, prompting CIA Director George Tenet to threaten to resign if Pollard were released.\(^\text{331}\)

The 1998 episode reflects a few truths about the Pollard case. First, as mentioned above, Clinton’s agreement to review the case demonstrated that personal opinions on the matter aside, the president would consider releasing Pollard for domestic and international political reasons. A win in Israel-Palestinian negotiations, which could be furthered by a low-level concession such as Pollard, would be a personal political victory for Clinton, as well as a step toward peace in the Middle East. Amidst the Monica Lewinsky and impeachment scandals, which dominated the news, Clinton could especially use a personal win with the negotiations, possibly making him more willing to consider clemency for Pollard.\(^\text{332}\) Second, Tenet’s dramatic threat showcased the intelligence and law enforcement establishment’s lingering anger toward Pollard.\(^\text{333}\)
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Third, Netanyahu’s request to Clinton revealed a glimpse into the Israeli side of the matter, discussed below.

In general, the intelligence and law enforcement establishments remained opposed to Pollard’s release throughout the duration of his jail time. Many of their arguments were the direct counters of Pollard’s supporters’, claiming that Pollard was a greedy opportunist — as opposed to well-meaning patriot — who caused “colossal” damage, in the words of Ronald J. Olive, who worked in counterintelligence at the Naval Intelligence Service when Pollard was arrested. Olive also stressed lack of remorse, implying that he would be a risk to national security if freed, and he dismissed “unsubstantiated allegations of anti-Semitism.” Quoting a 1999 Senate Select Committee on Intelligence (SSCI) letter to Clinton, Olive claimed that commuting Pollard’s sentence would both tacitly permit espionage against the United States by an ally and undermine America’s ability to act as an “honest broker” around the world.

Others made arguments similar to Olive’s. In a 1998 article for The Washington Post, four former directors of naval intelligence who had all served between 1978-1991 — the period during which Pollard conducted his espionage activities — exhorted the U.S. government not to release the prisoner. Like Olive, they emphasized the nature of the information he stole and the payments he received as proof of his motives. The former directors, like other intelligence and law enforcement officials, told citizens that if they truly knew what Pollard had done, there was no way they could support his early
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release. His life sentence was “well-deserved” — the exact opposite of what many of Pollard’s sympathizers used as their primary argument. Unsurprisingly, a 2007 official CIA report entitled “The Psychology of Espionage” referenced Jonathan Pollard. The authors regarded him as “primarily self-interested” and he was used as the paradigmatic example for the narcissistic motivation for spying. Obviously, the CIA was not sympathetic to Pollard and did not buy the “ideological spy” argument.

The anti-Pollard sentiments among the intelligence and law enforcement community did not dull over time. Noel Koch served in the Department of Defense in the 1980s and worked with Rafi Eitan (director of LAKAM and advisor to Prime Minister Yitzhak Shamir on terrorism). In 2013, he published an article in Foreign Policy, an American news magazine, mocking Pollard’s “apologists” with more of the same rationales: greedy motivations, a deserved life sentence, and significant damage to U.S. national security. Similarly, M.E. “Spike” Bowman, who liaised between the Department of Defense and the Department of Justice during the Pollard investigation, described Pollard as a delusional figure who imagined himself as a skilled spy. Like the others, he stressed the damage Pollard caused through his “treachery” and attempted to discredit the virtuous idealist image of the spy and prove that Pollard’s crimes warranted a life sentence.
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Perhaps more surprising and significant, however, are those in the government who came to sympathize with Pollard and advocate for his release. Henry Kissinger wrote a personal letter to President Obama, saying, “I believe justice would be served by commuting the remainder of Pollard’s sentence of life imprisonment.” In 1993, Prime Minister Yitzchak Rabin personally requested that Clinton consider pardoning Pollard, and James Woolsey, Director of Central Intelligence (DCI) at the time, opposed any leniency for Pollard. Surprisingly, the former DCI shifted his opinion in 2012 because of the time that the spy had already served, an argument similar to that of many American Jewish sympathizers. In an article for The Wall Street Journal, he touched on suspicions of anti-Semitism: “For those hung up for some reason on the fact that he's an American Jew, pretend he's a Greek- or Korean- or Filipino-American and free him.” Pollard’s identity as a Jew, the DCI insisted, did, but should not, have any bearing on his case.

Also notable is a letter from President Reagan’s Secretary of State, George Shultz, who managed the fallout of the Pollard affair as it unfolded. Based on the recommendations of Woolsey and Dennis DeConcini, the former Chairman of the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence — two people “best informed about the classified material [Pollard] passed to Israel” — Shultz, who was on the front lines of the Pollard affair’s diplomatic aspects, joined in recommending clemency to President Obama in 2011. Shultz’s letter also mentions Mike Mukasey, President George W. Bush’s
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attorney general, who wrote his own letter requesting clemency in 2010.\textsuperscript{348} Mukasey’s letter mentioned Shultz, DeConcini, and Woolsey, implying some coordinated effort among these officials to have Pollard’s sentence commuted.\textsuperscript{349} Mukasey’s arguments, while similar to others’, hints at a political agenda of this small campaign. He had been attorney general less than two years prior, yet there is no evidence that he fought for Pollard’s freedom when Bush was in office. Perhaps this coordinated effort was meant to tarnish President Obama in the eyes of American Jewry, or some other political aim.

A significant number of government officials penned letters to President Obama when Pollard was nearing the thirty-year anniversary of his arrest, which was also the beginning of his long stay in federal custody. Among these were: New Mexico’s Governor Bill Richardson, who served in Clinton’s Cabinet; Angelo M. Codevilla, a former Foreign Service officer and SSCI staffer; and Minnesota’s Senator Dave Durenberger, who was on the same Senate committee during the Pollard investigation. All these officials were familiar with the facts of the case, and they all requested mercy for the spy in the form of a commuted sentence.\textsuperscript{350} In his letter, Durenberger expressed that “[t]he harshness of his sentence, in light of existing relations between our countries and the nature of our observation of implicit agreements between the countries, was uncalled for.” The senator appealed to the close relationship between the United States and Israel as a potential reason to reduce Pollard’s sentence, showing that the unique
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nature of the “special relationship” still factored into considerations of the case, even in 2014.\textsuperscript{351}

The most striking statement of support for Pollard from within the intelligence and national security community was a letter signed by eight major officials regarding the “Unjust Denial of Parole for Jonathan Pollard” on August 4, 2014.\textsuperscript{352} The signatories included Durenberger; Woolsey; Codevilla; Robert MacFarlane, former U.S. National Security Advisor; Lawrence Korb, former Assistant U.S. Secretary of Defense; Senator Dennis DeConcini, former SSCI Chair; Bernard Nussbaum, former White House Counsel; and Congressman Lee Hamilton, Homeland Security Advisor to President Obama and former SSCI Chair. They offered their “strongest objections” to the Parole Commission’s contention that Pollard’s crimes caused “the greatest compromise of US security” up to that time, debunking that claim as reliant on the “stale, largely discredited” Weinberger Memorandum, discussed in Chapter One, which had strongly condemned Pollard’s crimes as extremely damaging to U.S. national security. Not only was the denial of parole unjust, the letter declared, but “Jonathan Pollard’s sentence [was] grossly disproportionate.” The officials urged his “unconditional release,” pointing out that he had been a “model prisoner for nearly three decades,” and that his and his wife’s health were both declining.\textsuperscript{353}

Why did these officials — both in this letter to President Obama specifically and otherwise — take up Pollard’s cause? After all, they worked within the national security
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community, the target of the spy’s crimes, and they had some familiarity with the case’s
details. They had no constituency to answer to, and no apparent personal interests in
advocating for clemency. Many of these officials were not Jewish. The concluding words
of the 2014 parole letter words shed some light on the signatories’ motives:

Denying a man his freedom based on a claim of damage that is patently false... is
neither fair nor just, and it simply is not the American way. It is precisely for
cases like this which clearly deviate from the standard of American justice – and
compassion – that our nation prides itself on, that the Constitution grants the
president of the United States virtually unlimited powers of executive clemency.

We therefore strongly urge you, Mr. President, to tolerate no further delay in
rectifying an injustice that has gone on for far too long. We urge you to act
expeditiously to commute Mr. Pollard’s life sentence to the 29 years which he
has already served. 354

As is evidenced by the parole letter, these officials, like many American Jews,
vocalized their opposition to Pollard’s fate out of a sense of devotion to the American
legal process and upholding the principles of justice and rule of law. They believed the
spy’s treatment to be unjust according to American law, irrespective of his identity or any
special circumstances.

While the national security officials do not have constituencies to satisfy,
members of Congress certainly do. Personal opinions in favor or against Pollard aside, it
made political sense for certain legislators to advocate for commutation. This was the
case for some Democratic congressional representatives in particular, who worked with
Jewish groups in 2010 to draft a letter to President Obama advocating clemency. As
discussed in the previous chapter, American Jews have historically leaned Democratic,
and if they warmed to Pollard’s cause, their representatives’ activism on his behalf
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followed logically. The 2010 letter, signed by 39 Democratic representatives, urged the president to grant clemency based on Pollard’s expressions of remorse. Notably, the letter explicitly states that commuting his sentence “would not in any way imply doubt about his guilt, nor cast any aspersions on the process by which he was convicted.” Here, the representatives steered clear of connecting clemency to acknowledging a miscarriage of justice, a different strategy than that of other American Jews’ and U.S. government officials’ advocacy. This way, releasing Pollard would not indicate a denial of the national security establishment’s or Justice Department’s legitimacy in investigating or prosecuting the case. Still, the letter points out that Israel is “not adversarial” to the United States and that justice would best be served by commuting Pollard’s sentence to the twenty-five years he had already served at the time.

The 2010 letter did not convince President Obama to commute Jonathan Pollard’s sentence, and a similar attempt arose in Congress two years later. This time, however, the letter was a bipartisan effort. This letter made the same arguments, again acknowledging that “[w]hat Mr. Pollard did was wrong. He broke the law and deserved to be punished for his crime.” However, the representatives suggested, Pollard paid the price for his crimes and deserved to be freed after over twenty-five years. The fact that some of the forty-two signatories were Republicans — who have traditionally sided with national security concerns — signaled widening sympathy for Pollard’s cause, especially as concerns for his health rose.
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In 1996, Kumaraswamy wrote in “The Politics of Pardon: Israel and Jonathan Pollard” that “[t]he final outcome [of the Pollard case]… depends on the relative political advantage to the incumbent or incoming American president.”\textsuperscript{358} This prediction seemed to prove true over the years, as all American presidents since Ronald Reagan resisted calls for clemency. When the spy was finally released on parole in 2015, President Obama did not have a direct role in negotiating his gradual freedom. Rather, everything was by the book: he applied for and was released on parole. The U.S. government insisted that “[t]here is absolutely zero linkage between Mr. Pollard’s status and foreign policy considerations,” in the words of a spokesman for the National Security Council.\textsuperscript{359} Pollard’s sentence mandated that he be eligible for parole after thirty years, and since November 2015 marked that milestone, Pollard applied.\textsuperscript{360}

The United States, apparently, attempted to keep politics out of Pollard’s release as much as possible, both with his parole hearing and with the ultimate lifting of all parole restrictions in 2020. This was likely because the administration still did not want to appear soft on espionage or flaunt Pollard’s release in the intelligence community’s face. Either way, Israel and the spy’s American supporters received their wish: Pollard’s release from prison. Nicole Navas Oxman, a spokeswoman for the Justice Department, stated that: “After a review of Mr. Pollard’s case, the U.S. Parole Commission has found that there is no evidence to conclude that he is likely to violate the law… Thus, in accordance with the statute, the commission has ordered that, as of today, his parole
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supervision is terminated and he is no longer subject to the conditions of parole.”\textsuperscript{361} The reason Jonathan Pollard became a free man, according to the United States, was because there was no longer a reason for him not to be — not because of any strategic or foreign policy considerations having to do with Israel.

Throughout the years, the politics of the Pollard case on the Israeli side were complicated as well. As time progressed, the feeling that the Israeli government had betrayed the spy and left him to rot gained traction throughout the electorate and the political echelon. Freeing Jonathan Pollard, then, became a mission of the government — but that required acknowledging that the spy had, in fact, worked for Israel. During the 1980s, the Israeli government maintained that the entire Pollard scheme was a “rogue operation” in order to minimize political damage to the U.S.-Israel relationship. Early on, and unsurprisingly, Israel expressed sympathy for Pollard’s cause. In 1988, the Knesset requested a presidential pardon from Ronald Reagan for Pollard on “humanitarian” grounds, but the request — a halfhearted attempt that was unlikely to succeed so soon after Pollard had been sentenced — was ignored.\textsuperscript{362}

Although former Prime Minister Rabin requested clemency for the spy in 1993, he might have been an obstacle to Pollard’s fight for freedom. Rabin was defense minister during the Pollard operation and, as explained in Chapter One, helped devise the “rogue operation” explanation. Therefore, Rabin steadfastly opposed granting Israeli citizenship to Pollard because doing so implicitly acknowledged that Israel’s official explanation — that Rabin was personally invested in, and to which the Israelis had been
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committed to for years — was untrue.\textsuperscript{363} Prime Minister Shamir also exerted effort on Pollard’s behalf in the early 1990s. In 1991, he and President Chaim Herzog requested an executive pardon for Pollard, attempting to capitalize on post-Gulf War sympathy for Israeli restraint in the face of Iraqi Scud missile attacks. One year later, Shamir was the first Israeli to directly intervene on Pollard’s behalf with a personal letter to President George H. W. Bush.\textsuperscript{364} Like Rabin, Shamir had been closely involved in the spy affair as it had unfolded, as he had held the post of foreign minister at the time. Perhaps his personal involvement in efforts to secure the spy’s freedom proved to be a hurdle as well.

The next stride toward Israel’s assumption of responsibility for Pollard was citizenship. After rejecting his applications at first, eighty members of Knesset approved extending citizenship to the disgraced spy in late 1995. Jonathan Pollard became an Israeli citizen on November 21, 1995, ten years to the day after he was refused asylum at the Israeli Embassy, leading to his arrest.\textsuperscript{365} It is also worth noting that Prime Minister Rabin, had been assassinated just weeks earlier, on November 4.\textsuperscript{366} A new prime minister, someone who had not been as directly involved in the affair as Rabin had, could help the Israeli government take responsibility for Pollard and patch up the wounds with the United States and American Jewry. The extension of citizenship served as the first step to admitting that the Pollard operation had occurred through official channels. Only then could the Israeli government seriously begin to fight for his release.
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On May 11, 1998, Israel took the next, more decisive, step toward advocating for Pollard’s freedom. The Israeli government officially acknowledged that Jonathan Pollard was not part of a rogue operation. This statement offered the spy some hope about being released, as Israel was apparently no longer ignoring his claims. The admission also moved the Pollard affair squarely into the political realm, enabling both Prime Minister Netanyahu, a right-wing Likud prime minister both in the late 1990s and from 2009-2021, and President Clinton to try to leverage the spy’s release as a bargaining chip. At the 1998 Wye River negotiations between Netanyahu and Arafat, facilitated by Clinton, the prime minister had told President Clinton that he needed Pollard’s release to win over the far right portion of Israel’s parliamentary coalition for the peace agreement currently being negotiated. Netanyahu insisted that Pollard’s continued imprisonment was seen by the Israelis as an impediment to the progress of the peace process, so Clinton promised to review the sentence. Although the president ultimately denied clemency, this episode exhibits how Pollard had become a political tool leveraged for an Israeli politician’s personal political gain.

Benjamin Netanyahu was an avid advocate for Pollard, and he used the spy for his own political gain. He requested Pollard’s release in 1998 at the Wye River negotiations, and early in 2011, right after Pollard’s prison time hit the quarter century mark, he sent a public letter to President Obama urging clemency — Israel’s first public appeal for Pollard’s release. The letter admitted Israel’s wrongdoing and reiterated the...
state’s commitment to never repeat its actions. Netanyahu also mentioned his personal record of advocating on behalf of Jonathan Pollard, stating that he had brought up the issue many times in discussions with Obama and his predecessors.372

This, maybe, was meant to prove the prime minister’s devotion to his right-wing supporters, who sympathized with Pollard’s mission and wanted to see him freed and in Israel. The spy’s release, then, would be a political victory for Netanyahu personally. The prime minister’s personal connection to the Pollard case explains, in part, why “Bibi” greeted Jonathan and Esther Pollard on the tarmac when they landed in Israel. Netanyahu framed the Pollards’ long-awaited arrival as a portion of his own political agenda and successes, even if he did not have much to do with Pollard’s freedom practically.

Netanyahu was not the only Israeli politician to employ Pollard’s name in domestic politics. Tzipi Livni, the Knesset opposition leader at the time, ordered her parliamentary faction to vote against Netanyahu’s 2011 letter, despite agreeing with its contents. President Obama preferred Livni’s left-leaning Kadima party to the sitting prime minister, so her vote against the letter reduced any chance that existed — although that chance may have been small to begin with — that the American president would release Pollard.373 A few months later, Livni told Pollard’s wife Esther that Israel was united behind her husband and doing all in its power to secure his release, including a personal pledge to raise the clemency issue in meetings with American officials.374
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Livni’s move showed that she was willing to use Jonathan Pollard to make personal political gains off of Prime Minister Netanyahu.³⁷⁵

When Jonathan Pollard was released on parole, however, unequivocal support from the Israeli side became more complicated. The parole conditions included curfew, inability to work, and restricted mobility, including wearing an ankle bracelet to track his movements. Although Israelis objected to this “draconian” treatment, in the words of one Ma’ariv reporter, the government also had to decide whether to protest the conditions based on a cost-benefit analysis. If Netanyahu were to demand in 2015 that Pollard be allowed to emigrate, President Obama would have grounds to demand concessions in Israel’s unresolved conflict with the Palestinians. Sympathy for Pollard, in an official sense, was not always clear-cut: leaders had to balance their sense of morality that was obliging them to help Pollard, their duty to protect Israelis’ vital interests, and the state’s relationship with the United States.³⁷⁶

Outside of domestic and international politics, Bibi Netanyahu’s devotion to Pollard, whatever his ulterior motives, reflected general Israeli sentiment toward the spy. Over the years, Israelis increasingly came to regard Pollard as a hero, mistreated by the American government and betrayed by the Israeli government. In one Ha’aretz article published just over a month before Pollard’s aliyah, entitled “Israel’s Five Betrayals of Jewish Spy Jonathan Pollard,” the spy was depicted as a tragic hero, betrayed by the Israeli government and intelligence community fivefold.³⁷⁷ The author, Yossi Melman,
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an Israeli journalist and security and intelligence expert, placed the blame on Israel for Pollard’s life sentence.\textsuperscript{378} The “original sin” was activating him as an agent at all, then handling him negligently and not engineering an escape plan. Once Pollard was caught, the Israeli government’s behavior only worsened, according to Melman, by the governing coalition’s “rogue operation” claim. Israeli cooperation — supposedly contingent on the spy not receiving a life sentence — was a mistake as well, exacerbated by the Israelis’ only partial cooperation, apparently in the attempt to “outsmart and deceive the U.S. legal and intelligence establishments, thereby adding insult to injury.”\textsuperscript{379}

Israelis were eager to welcome Pollard. One contributor to \textit{The Jerusalem Post} expected the spy to be “warmly received and given a huge, collective hug” — and that excitement translated into a sense of obligation within the government toward Pollard even once he was free.\textsuperscript{380} On December 31, 2020, shortly after the Pollards landed in Israel, Israeli Intelligence Minister Eli Cohen said that the state would provide Jonathan Pollard a pension, just as ex-Mossad and Shin Bet agents received. The reason for this, in his words, was that “Israel needs to help Pollard.”\textsuperscript{381}

Despite Israel’s relief and enthusiasm about welcoming the Pollards, their reception in Israel also reflected the two countries’ shared desire not to bring the issue to the fore. Although Prime Minister Netanyahu greeted the Pollards, their arrival did not
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receive much fanfare.\textsuperscript{382} Netanyahu’s personal enthusiastic reaction can be explained as trying to portray Pollard’s long-awaited freedom as a personal political victory, especially as Israel was facing its fourth general election in two years, with Netanyahu’s role as prime minister in jeopardy.

Several opinion pieces about the spy’s immigration cautioned against making celebrations too public. The \textit{Jerusalem Post} editorial staff praised the “muted” nature of the ceremony. The prime minister’s presence was appropriate, they argued, because of the long-standing political topic in U.S.-Israel relations that Pollard had become. At the same time, “Israel need not give a hero’s welcome to someone viewed by the US security establishment as a traitor, and who stirs up for many American Jews their worst nightmare: that they will always be suspected of having dual loyalty.”\textsuperscript{383} Those in Israel recognized the enduring scars on American Jewry and, for their sake, sought to keep the conclusion of the affair as quiet as possible. Aside from the American Jewish aspect, they feared that a “festive welcoming ceremony” would “antagonize the incoming Biden administration” and possibly also alienate American public opinion.\textsuperscript{384} “There is no reason,” they wrote, “to reopen old wounds by making his arrival a public spectacle, or make this into a political issue. Even more importantly, Pollard should not be used now to score partisan political points.”\textsuperscript{385}

In another opinion piece, Gil Troy, an American historian and political commentator now living in Jerusalem, believed that “Israel should grant Pollard a
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pension for time served — but no parade.”386 While Troy was of the opinion that the spy was punished unfairly and deserved to be rewarded for his sacrifice for Israel, he acknowledged that Pollard committed crimes “against Israel’s cherished ally.”387 Furthermore, the author wrote that the “complexity” of the case — both for American Jews and the wider American public — lent itself to an understated welcome for Pollard and his wife.388

Jonathan Pollard, former spy and now Israeli citizen, remained locked away in federal prison for thirty years. During this time, however, he never fully left the public eye nor the behind-the-scenes discussions within the United States and Israeli governments. Debates over the proportionality of his prison sentence racked American Jewry and the American government, but no president commuted his sentence or pardoned his crimes. He was only released on parole through a routine hearing — one required by the terms of his sentence — by the Parole Commission, without any overt political influence from the U.S. government, the Israeli government, or Jewish interest groups. The fact that the Pollard affair remained a hot topic for so many years, never fully leaving many American Jews’ minds nor politicians’ negotiating tables, illuminated the complexity and mystery of the case and the various actors and interests involved. The Pollards’ reception in Israel, furthermore, proved that the two countries maintained a strong relationship throughout the thirty-five years that Pollard was not completely free, and they preferred to conclude the matter quietly instead of interrupting that tight, enduring bond.
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Conclusion

In the darkest hours of the morning on Wednesday, December 30, 2020, Jonathan and his second wife Esther Pollard alighted the stairs of the private airplane that had carried them from New Jersey to Tel Aviv. As they stepped down, they knelt to kiss the ground — Israeli ground. When they stood up, Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu greeted them with a “[w]elcome home.” Jonathan Pollard had arrived in the country that he had yearned for his entire life — one for which he had broken the laws of his birthplace, the United States. With Pollard’s emigration, the decades-long affair finally and conclusively drew to a close. The complicated and prolonged character of the Pollard saga demonstrated the difficulty of international relations, the delicate balance that diplomats and officials must strike between security, adherence to the law, and diplomacy. Espionage is by definition secretive and shadowy, and knowing how and when to use it requires some risk-taking and a significant amount of discretion.

The Pollard affair was a momentous scandal that never completely left the public or governmental consciousness during its thirty-five-year span. The exposure of the case in 1985 severely tested the relationship between the United States and Israel publicly at a time when it was considered to be at the height of closeness. The “special relationship” had weathered other crises before, but none as public or direct as the Pollard affair.

In Pollard’s case, Israel characteristically prioritized security above the law in employing him as an agent and in remaining as quiet as possible during the investigation, so as not to compromise the secrets that Pollard had shared. Even so, questions of how

---

to protect Israel’s relationship with “a fundamental pillar of its national security,” in the words of political scientist and Israel expert Chuck Freilich, floated throughout the Israeli public and government.\textsuperscript{392} After all, the “special relationship” furnished copious aid that the small nation needed to protect itself.\textsuperscript{393} The U.S. government has, in this vein, committed to maintaining Israel’s “quantitative military edge,” or QME, over its Arab enemies since 1962, when President Kennedy first sold Hawk anti-aircraft missiles to the small country in the Middle East.\textsuperscript{394} Alienating the American public and policymakers further by stonewalling the investigation risked that important relationship with the United States, and a 1987 Israeli Foreign Ministry assessment warned “that Israel would eventually face a loss in American aid and strategic cooperation” if it did not change its conduct in the Pollard affair.\textsuperscript{395} Even a Knesset report on the Pollard affair from that year acknowledged that “[t]he inability to fully perform the commitment to submit the documents led to a crisis of confidence between the United States and Israel.”\textsuperscript{396}

However, nearly from the moment Jonathan Pollard was arrested in 1985, most journalists and officials predicted that despite the tension that the exposure of the Pollard operation caused, the overall ties between the United States and Israel would remain generally unaffected. Within days of Pollard’s sentencing, Dick Cheney, a prominent congressman at the time, simultaneously expressed his exasperation over the display of “behavior that doesn’t behoove an ally” and voiced his continued support for Israel and
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opposition to cutting any aid, in the name of American interests.\textsuperscript{397} That “the Israelis made a dumb mistake” in their conduct did not warrant, to Cheney, any fundamental changes to the American-Israeli connection.\textsuperscript{398}

The Pollard affair did not have any major identifiable ramifications on the official ties between the two countries, but that does not mean that it was inconsequential. That Pollard remained a prisoner for so many years, despite extensive and consistent advocacy on his behalf, demonstrates that even a strong and durable alliance that successfully weathered such a public crisis as the Pollard espionage scandal was subjected to domestic politics, as discussed in Chapter Three. Additionally, Israel made several serious errors in judgment that had profound, if subtle, consequences. Recruiting Pollard in the first place was an egregious mistake. Remaining silent in the first few days after Pollard’s arrest only worsened the Israelis’ appearance to the Americans, infuriating the latter more. Trying to avoid full cooperation without upsetting the United States was another folly, as it only further frustrated American officials.

Using an American citizen to spy on the United States, especially when the Mossad had a long-standing tacit agreement with the CIA not to do just that, risked the intelligence that Israel received from the United States legitimately.\textsuperscript{399} Even though a different agency had employed Pollard, the lack of adherence to this agreement undermined trust between the two countries’ intelligence agencies. Running Pollard as an agent also put at stake a more amorphous feeling of trust between the United States and
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Israel, raising the question of whether the risk of plaguing the fruitfulness of diplomacy in the years to come was worth learning some extra information.

The largest expense of the Pollard espionage scandal unfolded outside of the relations between the governments. The affair fractured the close bond of trust between Israelis and American Jews, which has had lasting repercussions.400 Aside from the relationship between the U.S. and Israeli governments, using an American Jew to spy for Israel brought the American Jewish community, which had generally been fiercely supportive of the Jewish state, into the scandal. Israel’s permanent mission to the United Nations included “represent[ing]... the Jewish people on the global stage,” in addition to Israel and its citizens.401 Endangering the largest Diaspora community certainly did not align with responsibility for the global Jewish community, and the discovery of an American Jew spying for Israel upset American Jewry.402 The Pollard affair left the community feeling undervalued and overlooked, considering American Jews’ advocacy and philanthropy for Israel’s benefit and its leaders’ tendency to refrain from criticizing Israeli policies publicly. Out of fear and shock, American Jewry tended to remain silent or condemnatory toward Israel during the mid- to late 1980s, when the Pollard affair was fresh. The reactions of leaders and laymen alike, stressing their “Americanness” and distress over the scandal, stood in stark contrast to Israelis’ opposite, but also defensive, responses to both the Pollard case and American Jewry’s reactions to it. The divergence exposed a rift between American Jews and Israelis, one characterized by a fundamentally different approach to global Jewry and the State of Israel.

The Pollard affair accelerated a hitherto slowly growing trend among American Jews of criticizing Israeli policies. Doing so had generally been considered taboo out of fear of undermining Israel’s legitimacy among the international community.\textsuperscript{403} Now that Israel had apparently disregarded the welfare of American Jews, that community felt more comfortable speaking out on issues relating to Israel, and particularly ones like the Pollard affair, which directly affected it. As discussed in Chapter Two, American Jews have increasingly felt comfortable criticizing particular Israeli policies since then, even as they remained supportive of Israel overall.\textsuperscript{404} Although time would bring many American Jews to support Jonathan Pollard’s quest for release from prison, their lobbying on his behalf did not arise from a sense of obligation to Israel or Pollard. Rather, over time, they felt more comfortable voicing opinions of Pollard’s unprecedented life sentence as disproportionate to his crimes or an example of anti-Semitism.\textsuperscript{405}

Their reactions, and particularly American Jews’ feeling of betrayal by the Israeli government, provide insight into the affair’s most far-reaching, though subtle, effects, which will likely outlast any actual damage to U.S. national security that Pollard inflicted. American Jewry remained generally supportive of Israel, although that support has decreased in recent decades. According to a 2020 poll, 80% of American Jewry was “pro-Israel,” but within that support, 57% identified as “critical of Israeli policy.”\textsuperscript{406} American Jews were significantly less willing to criticize Israel prior to the mid-1980s, and Jonathan Pollard’s case was a major impetus of American Jewry’s increased
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disapproval of Israeli policies.\textsuperscript{407} Even by the early 1980s, approximately 75\% of respondents to surveys remained confident in Israel’s peaceful intentions and did not take issue with its policies.\textsuperscript{408} In a 1983 survey by the American Jewish Committee (AJC), 57\% of American Jews responded that they should be free to publicly criticize Israel. In a similar 1986 survey, amidst the Pollard-related legal proceedings, the portion of respondents who believed that they should be able to freely criticize Israel jumped to 63\%. This change, a Queens College sociologist argued, was partially due to American Jews’ increased skepticism toward the Israeli government.\textsuperscript{409} When American Jewry advocated for Pollard’s sentence to be commuted, they spoke as Americans and as Jews — not necessarily from a place of support for Israel.

American Jews were not the only ones who rallied behind Pollard. As time passed, and the spy remained in jail, a significant number of congressional representatives, former members of presidential administrations, and national security officials urged president after president to exercise the executive power of sentence commutation or pardon. Like those of American Jews, these petitions employed the language of American values, emphasizing justice — or rather the “miscarriage of justice” in this case — above all. Many of these appeals, from members of Congress and national security officials, contrasted Pollard’s life sentence with those convicted of similar crimes, none of the others approaching the same severity.\textsuperscript{410} The fact that high-
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ranking officials came to support clemency for Jonathan Pollard lent some support to the suspicion that the spy’s surprising life sentence was not wholly unprejudiced. What exactly prompted Defense Secretary Caspar Weinberger to tell Judge Aubrey Robinson that Pollard “substantially harmed the United States, and… his crimes demand severe punishment”? Could Pollard’s seventeen-month espionage stint — providing information to a close United States ally — really have inflicted enough damage to warrant a life sentence, which was so much harsher than the average for comparable crimes?

Of course, the answer is yes — it is possible. However, the answer to whether Pollard’s crimes justified his punishment will remain elusive as long as much of the contents of the actual case are classified. Many of the pages of Weinberger’s memoranda are still redacted. When the details become available to the public, if they ever do, the entire affair will require reevaluation, both regarding Pollard’s sentence and the nature of the relationship between the United States and Israel. For now, working with the accessible material, one can only form educated conjectures about whether Pollard’s life sentence was appropriate, why certain members of the United States government sympathized with someone who betrayed their country, and why the lobbying efforts for his release were unsuccessful. Perhaps he was never granted clemency because of American electoral politics; maybe he was just more useful as a potential bargaining chip, though he ultimately was never used as a concession in any deal. Until all the facts are


revealed, one cannot be sure, but the materials to study public opinion and the politics and diplomacy surrounding the case still provide useful insight into the affair’s effects and legacies.

Ultimately, the predictions of most journalists and officials while the case was still unfolding in real time proved true: the relationship between the United States and Israel emerged from the crisis largely unscathed. Bilateral relations have even progressed since then in numerous and varied areas. The War on Terror brought more joint military training and increased intelligence cooperation; the United States provided abundant aid to build and maintain Israel’s Iron Dome missile defense system, with $1 billion in 2021 alone; and the two countries participated in joint research and development on agriculture and energy — and these are only a few, and mostly broad, examples. This collaboration builds on deep and wide roots, and as long as the common values and strategic goals that form the basis of the relationship remain, the relationship will retain support and continue to endure. Israeli-American former ambassador Michael Oren, born and raised in the United States, expressed this sentiment. In his memoir *Ally*, he envisioned the superpower and small state as complementing each other’s strengths, collaborating to make the world a better place:

“Though separated by seven thousand miles of sea, the United States and Israel were intrinsically linked. Defending the same values, we confronted similar threats, from Soviet communism to Saddam Hussein and jihadist terror… no two countries had more in common spiritually, ideologically, and strategically. And the fact that Americans and Israelis were willing to fight for their ideals placed us in a slimmer category yet, even among Western nations.”

---

The Pollard affair began with one man, but it quickly became much larger than him. Numerous actors played a role in the scandal over its thirty-five-year lifespan. Of course, both countries’ intelligence communities and political classes mattered in the unfolding of the investigation and diplomacy in 1985-1987. American Jews and the Israeli public were players in the affair as well. The “special relationship” stayed intact — a testament to its “fundamental strength” according to Freilich — but the Pollard affair still left behind a legacy of increased criticism of Israeli policies by American Jews.\textsuperscript{416} This is important for Israel to take into account when dealing with the United States, as American Jewry has historically been a major driver of national support for Israel. Although U.S.-Israeli ties transcend the American-Jewish link and are rooted in shared values and strategic considerations, the community’s political influence has, at times, guided how much aid Israel has received from the United States.\textsuperscript{417} The fractured trust between the largest Diaspora community and the ancestral Jewish homeland never entirely healed, leaving both Israel and American Jewry to ponder the values, goals, history, and culture that they share.

In a 2002 address to the Hillel at Harvard University, Holocaust survivor, American immigrant, and self-proclaimed Zionist Ben-Zion Gold spoke at length about the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, and particularly the ongoing point of contention of Israeli settlements in the West Bank since 1967 and the second

\textsuperscript{416} Freilich, \textit{Israeli National Security}, 290.
\textsuperscript{417} Ibid., 262.
“Intifada,” meaning “uprising,” happening at the time. Historically, the United States had refrained from directly opposing settlement building (with an exception during the Carter administration), although the government had at times considered it to be an “obstacle to peace.”\textsuperscript{418} Throughout the first (1987-1993) and second (2000-2005) Intifadas, Palestinians threw rocks and Molotov cocktails and conducted civil disobedience, rocket attacks, and suicide bombings, prompting harsh Israeli responses. Criticism of Israel’s conduct as disproportionate rose, despite overall continued support for Israel throughout the United States.\textsuperscript{419} In his speech, Gold pondered the role of American Jewry in the American-Israeli relationship, and its part in the long and rich tradition of Diaspora Jewry. Although he did not mention the affair outright in a speech primarily centering on the Arab-Israeli conflict, Gold’s words, delivered fifteen years into Jonathan Pollard’s prison sentence, emphasized the affair’s enduring legacy. Many American Jews — Gold among them — considered themselves still devoted to Israel’s welfare but obliged to speak out about Israel’s moral failings.\textsuperscript{420}

“At present,” Gold told his audience, “the task of Jews who are committed to the welfare of Israel is to hold up the critical mirror for Americans and Israelis.” \textsuperscript{421}


\textsuperscript{421} Ibid.
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